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Preface

With the proliferation of computers, a variety of domain-specific information
processing paradigms have emerged. The corresponding analysis- and designtools (of mathematical nature) are largely disparate due to the need to cope with
disparate types of data including logic values, (fuzzy) numbers/sets, symbols,
graphs, etc. A unification of the aforementioned tools is expected to result in a
useful technology cross-fertilization. Nevertheless, an “enabling” mathematical
framework is currently missing.
It turns out that popular types of data, including the aforementioned ones, are
lattice-ordered. Hence, lattice theory (LT) emerges as a promising “enabling”
mathematical framework; furthermore, Lattice Computing (LC) emerges as the
corresponding information processing paradigm. In contrast to typical information processing, which carries out “number crunching” techniques in space RN ,
an additional advantage of LC is its capacity to carry out semantic computing.
There is a number of isolated research communities, or Communities for short,
which employ LT in various information processing domains including 1) Logic
and Reasoning, for automated decision-making [5], 2) Mathematical Morphology,
for signal- and image- processing [4], 3) Formal Concept Analysis, for knowledgerepresentation and information retrieval [1], 4) Computational Intelligence, for
clustering, classification, and regression [2]. However, despite a creative interaction within a Community, different Communities typically work separately [3].
Hence, practitioners of LT typically develop their own tools/practices without
being aware of valuable contributions by colleagues in other Communities. In
conclusion, potentially useful work may be ignored or duplicated.
This workshop is an initiative towards a creative interaction/integration. Six
papers are presented in this volume. The first one is a review paper, whereas the
remaining ones present original (preliminary, though) research results in different
domains of interest as explained in the following.
The paper by Priss and Old revisits ideas on lattices as underlying conceptual
structures in information retrieval and machine translation applications.
The paper by Kaburlasos and Papadakis presents techniques for piecewise-linear
approximation of nonlinear models based on Interval Numbers (INs).
The paper by Papadakis and Kaburlasos introduces a technique for input variable selection based on lattice-ordered Interval Numbers (INs).
The paper by Graña, Garcı́a-Sebastián, Villaverde, and Fernandez introduces
an approach to fMRI (image) analysis based on the lattice associative memory
(LAM) endmember induction heuristic algorithm (EIHA).
The paper by Urcid, Ritter, and Nieves-Vázquez presents lattice-associative
memories able to recall (image) patterns degraded by mixed or random noise.
Finally, the paper by Hatzimichailidis and Kaburlasos introduces a fuzzy implication stemming from a fuzzy lattice inclusion measure.

Vassilis Kaburlasos
Uta Priss
Manuel Graña

vgkabs@teikav.edu.gr
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ccpgrrom@si.ehu.es
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Lattice-based Modelling of Thesauri
Uta Priss and L. John Old
Napier University, School of Computing
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Abstract. This paper revisits ideas about the use of lattices as underlying conceptual structures in information retrieval and machine translation as suggested by researchers in the 1950s and 1960s. It describes
how these ideas were originally presented, how they are related to each
other and how they are represented in modern research, particularly with
respect to Formal Concept Analysis.
Key words: Lattice-based modelling, thesauri, machine translation, information retrieval

1

Introduction

Over the past 20 years, Formal Concept Analysis1 (FCA) has gained international recognition with respect to its applications of lattice theory to fields such
as knowledge representation, information retrieval and linguistics. But there have
also been other non-FCA applications of lattice theory in the same areas. Some
of these are very similar to FCA applications in that they also emphasise a duality between two sets (what FCA calls “formal objects” and “formal attributes”)
which forms a Galois connection. Other non-FCA applications use only the lattice operations, but do not emphasise the Galois connection. For this paper we
investigate two historic (1950-60s), non-FCA applications of lattice theory to
the area of semantic structures, modelled using thesauri. In particular, we are
interested in the impact that these developments had: is modern research in this
area a continuation or just a repetition of ideas that were suggested 40-50 years
ago? Do these old research papers still inspire modern work, or have the immense
improvements in hardware and software made the old research obsolete?
The two research areas we are considering are the work by Margaret Masterman as the founder of the Cambridge Language Research Unit in the area of
“mechanical translation” and the lattice-based retrieval model by Mooers and
Salton that was proposed in Salton’s (1968) influential textbook on information
retrieval. Masterman et al. (1959) argue that both fields are part of a more general field of “semantic transformation” because mechanical translation uses a
thesaurus as a retrieval tool in a similar manner to how thesauri are used as an
interlingua in information retrieval. In modern terminology such a field might be
1
This paper is not an introduction to FCA. Such an introduction can be found in
Ganter and Wille (1999) or via the bibliography at http://www.fcahome.org.uk.

c Vassilis Kaburlasos, Uta Priss, Manuel Graña (Eds.): LBM 2008 (CLA 2008),
pp. 1–12, ISBN 978–80–244–2112–4, Palacký University, Olomouc, 2008.
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called “conceptual structures” and would contain a range of formal structures
(class hierarchies, ontologies, conceptual graphs), not just thesauri.
Both groups of researchers selected for this paper have had a tremendous impact on the development of their respective fields (natural language processing
and information retrieval). But although the fields have grown, it seems to us
that the use of lattice theory in these fields has not grown to the same degree
and some of the original ideas appear lost in later work. While there is some use
of lattices in modern information retrieval, most modern retrieval applications
use the vector space model (which was also described by Salton (1968)) instead
of the lattice model. Most modern natural language processing uses statistical
and other non-lattice methods. Nevertheless there are a few modern lattice applications in these areas which are promising. Thus, it may be useful to revisit
the old ideas.
The lattice-based applications we are interested in are not predominantly
Boolean lattices. Many researchers have observed that Boolean lattices form a
theoretical basis for information retrieval because the set of all possible subsets
of documents or the set of all possible subsets of keywords form Boolean lattices.
The elements of a Boolean logic or Boolean algebra also form a Boolean lattice.
Thus, any computer program that uses 0’s and 1’s and AND, OR and NOT
operates on Boolean lattices. Even the ancient Chinese book, the I Ching, with its
64 trigrams each consisting of 6 lines that can either be broken (i.e. corresponding
to 0) or solid (i.e. corresponding to 1), describes a Boolean lattice with 26 = 64
elements. Leibniz’s representation of “primitive concepts by prime numbers and
compound concepts by products of primes” (Sowa, 2006) in the 17th century
is another Boolean lattice. Unfortunately, forming such Boolean lattices does
not yield much information. In Leibniz’s example, each possible combination
of different prime numbers yields another element of the lattice. The I Ching
contains every possible combination of a 6 character string of 0’s and 1’s. This
is equivalent to forming every possible subset of a set with 6 elements. Thus,
Boolean lattices occur in many situations but in each case they only list all
possible combinations of a certain kind. In information retrieval applications, a
Boolean lattice of query terms (or keywords) simply records the fact that every
set of query terms can be formed. In Masterman’s idea of using lattices as an
interlingua for translating between languages, a Boolean lattice represents every
possible combination of words.
In order to illustrate how such Boolean lattices can be visualised, an example
using Docco 2 is shown in Fig. 1. Docco is an FCA-based tool that indexes files
on a computer. In the example in Fig. 1, Docco was used to index a directory
with email folders. The folders serve as the formal objects of the concept lattice.
Their counts are displayed below the nodes representing the formal concepts. The
formal attributes are terms entered into the search field. An attribute belongs
to an object if the term occurs in any of the emails in that folder. The attribute
names are displayed slightly above the nodes to which they belong. In this case
a search for “meeting Friday project student” was submitted. A Boolean lattice
2

http://tockit.sourceforge.net/docco
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with four atoms is automatically drawn by Docco in response to the four search
terms. Each concept in the lattice corresponds to a combination of the search
terms. For example, the first node that can be reached by travelling down from
“meeting” and “Friday” has three formal objects. Fig. 1 demonstrates how, after
clicking on that concept, the result of a more narrow query, “meeting and Friday”
within the broader query, is shown. The file hierarchy on the right is expanded
to show the names of the three email folders which contain both the words
“meeting” and “Friday”, but not “project” or “student”. In this case there is a
folder with the name “studentproject”, which is quite likely relevant to the query.
Coincidentally, the emails in the studentproject folder do not themselves contain
the words “project” and “student”, but this can happen. The nodes below and
above this concept are also highlighted in the diagram because quite often, if
users do not find an exact match, slightly expanding or restricting a query will
show relevant results. The idea for using a lattice representation instead of a
listing of the results, is so that users obtain feedback on the structure of the
result set.
Boolean lattices easily become too large to be represented graphically. Using
Docco, it would be difficult to visualise searches with more than five or six terms,
but most users probably only use two or three terms for these kinds of searches
anyway. A Boolean lattice with n atoms contains 2n elements. Thus, unless the
application domain is very small, it is not practical to graphically represent the
Boolean lattice and to plot actually occurring combinations on it. From an information theoretic viewpoint, lattices that are not Boolean are usually much
more interesting because they contain information about which elements cannot be combined with which other elements, or which combinations of elements
might imply other combinations of elements. Thus, while Boolean lattices are of
theoretical value for describing, for example, query languages and interlinguas,
for many applications, smaller, non-Boolean lattices or substructures of lattices
are more interesting. Methods that extract such smaller lattices or substructures
are of importance. This might be an explanation for why there was an initial
enthusiasm about lattices in information retrieval and natural language processing: initially, it was discovered that Boolean lattices are of relevance in both
domains. But until methods were developed that focused on extracting smaller
substructures (as is achieved by FCA methods), the interest in lattices subsided.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the
lattice model of information retrieval as described by Mooers and Salton in the
60s. Section 3 provides an overview of the application of lattice theory to the
modelling of thesauri as proposed by the Cambridge Language Research Group
under Margaret Masterman. Section 4 then revisits both ideas from a modern
perspective and analyses how the ideas appear in modern implementations.

2

The Mooers-Salton Lattice-Based Retrieval Model

Salton’s (1968) famous textbook on information retrieval contains a section on
“retrieval models”. It discusses several different mathematical models including

4
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Fig. 1. A concept lattice in Docco2 showing a query for email folders containing “meeting” and “Friday” within a search for “meeting Friday project student”.
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a lattice-based model which is in some ways similar to FCA. This lattice-based
information retrieval model was described by Mooers (1958) in a semi-formal
manner and elaborated with mathematical proofs by Woods (1964). Mooers
credits Fairthorne (1947, 1956) with being the first person to suggest using lattices for information retrieval. Mooers (1958) sees Boolean lattices as the most
important lattices. He describes different transformations from a space of “retrieval prescriptions” into the lattice of all possible document subsets. While
his transformation T1 selects the set of documents that contain “exactly” the
requested prescriptions, T2 selects the documents which contain “at least” the
requested prescriptions. The transformation T2 represents “the well-known fact
that as one adds more and more descriptors to a retrieval prescription, the set of
retrieved documents becomes smaller and smaller, and that each of the smaller
sets of documents is included within the larger set which is obtained with fewer
descriptors in a prescription” (Mooers, 1958, p. 1342). Thus, T2 is a Galois connection between documents and prescriptions. In FCA terms, Mooers’ discovery
could be described much simpler by stating that prescriptions are the formal
objects and the documents the formal attributes of a formal context (similar to
the example in Fig. 1, although upside down).
In general, the information retrieval problem is described by Mooers as a
problem of mappings between the space of retrieval prescriptions and the space
of document descriptors. The mappings become more complicated if an additional hierarchy is defined on the descriptors (such as a library classification
scheme), or if they can be combined using AND, OR and NOT. Woods (1964)
and Soergel (1967) formalise and elaborate these mappings further. Woods’s paper was written as a student paper and would probably have been forgotten if
Salton had not included it in his book. Salton (1968) considers “inclusive retrieval
functions” which are order-inverting maps between the retrieval space and the
document space (because more prescriptions retrieve fewer documents and vice
versa). The use of additional operators or of a classification system yields lattices
which are even larger and more complicated than Boolean lattices. Salton shows
a free distributive lattice resulting from three descriptors and a single operator,
which has the meaning “having a topic in common” (p. 216). He also discusses
the problems of negation in some detail (p. 223-227).
One of Salton’s examples (p. 219) is shown in Fig. 2 (although with a slightly
more FCA-like notation). This example is very similar to concept lattices in FCA.
The request space is a Boolean lattice of three prescriptions. But the space of
retrieved documents is not Boolean. In FCA terms, it is the concept lattice of
a formal context of prescriptions and documents. The dashed arrows show the
(order-inverting) retrieval mapping from each document to its set of prescriptions. Unfortunately, neither Salton, nor Woods, Mooers or Soergel saw the potential of these kinds of non-Boolean lattices. Salton’s main interest was Boolean
lattices because his concluding theorem shows under which circumstances the
resulting lattice (as in Fig. 2) is Boolean.
As far as we know, Salton and Soergel eventually lost interest in lattices.
Woods remains fascinated by lattices, but is less focused on their mathemat-
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Space of retrieved documents
documents 1, 2, 3, 4

Request space:
prescriptions A, B, C
A,B,C

A,B

A,C

B,C

C

B
4

A

B

C

A
2

each document is
mapped onto set of
prescriptions

3

1

Fig. 2. Salton’s example - similar to a concept lattice, but 15 years before FCA!

ical details. Towards developing intelligent computer assistants, Woods (1978)
proposes situation lattices. These organise “things to be done and goals to be
achieved” into a conceptual taxonomy of situations (p. 33). A situation description must be composite and structured, subparts of which will be instances of
other concepts, and makes use of concepts of objects, (substances, times, events,
places, individuals) represented as configurations of attributes standing in specified relationships to each other.
Woods credits Brachman (1978) for the generalisation, in his model, of the
various notions of feature etc. to a single notion. “A concept node in Brachman’s
formulation consists of a set of “dattrs” [parts, constituents, features etc.] ... some
of which are represented directly at a node, and others are inherited from other
nodes” (p. 34). Situation descriptions may subsume other situation descriptions
at lower levels of detail. “The space of possible situation descriptions forms a
lattice under subsumption. At the top of the lattice is a single, most general
situation we will call T ... anything that is universally true can be stored here”
(p. 38). Conversely at the bottom of the lattice is a situation that is never
satisfied.
A situation description can be made more general by (amongst other things)
relaxing the constraints of a dattr, or made more specific by (amongst other
things) tightening the condition on a dattr. Wood’s description of the situation
lattice, because it is meant to be a model of the working memory of an intelligent
machine, is embedded in a complex description of situation recognition and
classification, spreading activation (Quillian, 1967) and marker propagation, and
other functions incorporated to make the lattice dynamic. Thus, Woods sees the
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potential of lattices for describing conceptual structures, but he does not provide
a precise mathematical description of how to implement these.

3

Lattices and Thesauri in Mechanical Translation

The second example of lattice-based modelling is in the field of what is nowadays
called “natural language processing”. As mentioned in the introduction, Masterman et al. (1959) argue that there is a connection between both fields because
they both belong to the field of “semantic transformation”. In 1956 at the International Conference on Mechanical Translation at MIT, four researchers from
the Cambridge Language Research Group (Masterman (1956), Richens (1956),
Parker-Rhodes (1956), Halliday (1956)) reported on their research of using a
thesaurus as an interlingua in “mechanical translation” (MT), the term then
used for “machine translation”. The group’s founder, Masterman, envisioned
using mathematical lattice theory for building a thesaurus, i.e. a hierarchical
structure with grouping of synonyms or near synonyms. She thought that a
“multilingual MT dictionary is analogous in various respects, to a thesaurus”
and that “the entries form, not trees, but algebraic lattices, with translation
points at the meets of the sublattices” (Masterman, 1956). The advantage of
this approach is that instead of having to consider different pairs of languages
separately, each language needs to be translated only once (into the thesaurus).
Adding a new language does not require any changes to the previously added
languages. Masterman stated that “the complexity of the entries need not increase greatly with the number of languages, since translation points can, and
do, fall on one another.”
Of course, computational research in the 50s and 60s was influenced by
the limitations of computers at that time. Considerations about computational
speed and storage problems determined the algorithms. Parker-Rhodes (1956)
extended Masterman’s ideas by describing a mechanical translation program for
such an interlingual thesaurus that uses Boolean operations which “can be performed with very great speed.” The storage problem would be solved by storing
“all the relevant information ... in the input and output dictionaries”. Richens
(1956) described the algebraic interlingua, NUDE, its code and an overview of
its translation operations.
MT algorithms in that time often started with a chunk-by-chunk literal translation (Masterman et al, 1959). Every word stem and every grammatical indicator was translated from the input language to the output language using a
dictionary and some rules. Masterman’s use of lattices was novel because other
linguists in that time (for example Lehmann (1978)) saw translation as a mapping between trees. A sentence from the input language was parsed into a tree
structure. Each branch of the input language was mapped onto a branch of
the output language. The branches in the output language formed another tree
which had the output sentence as their root. Masterman argued that from a
semantic viewpoint, lattices are a better model than trees. In a lattice, pairs of
elements can have different numbers of parents and children, instead of having
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only one parent each in a tree structure. Thus combinations of meanings can be
represented more naturally.
In particular, Masterman (1957) was interested in Roget’s Thesaurus (RT).
Her idea was that each of the 1000 categories in RT could be used as a “head”
which described the core meaning of a word. Because a word can occur more
than once in RT, a word can have several heads. This leads naturally to a lattice,
not tree structure. Of course, this implies that the meets and joins need to
be calculated; without meets and joins, a thesaurus would be just a partially
ordered set, not a lattice. Multiple occurrences of a word in the thesaurus might
correspond to different meanings of the word or even homographs (such as “lead”
the verb and “lead” the material). If one determines the heads of all the words
of a sentence, the heads can provide an indication of what the sentence is about.
Individual words can be disambiguated by comparing their heads to the other
heads in the sentence. If a word has two different heads and only one of these
also occurs for other words in the same sentence, then it is quite likely that that
head corresponds to the meaning of the word in this sentence.
Masterman et al. (1959) saw a relationship between MT and information
retrieval because in both cases a thesaurus could be used: either for retrieval
or as an interlingua. Even syntax was dealt with by the thesaurus (Masterman,
1957) because grammatical indicators in the “intralinguistic context” relate to
structures in the “extralinguistic context” that are shared across languages. For
example, some languages have no genders (English), others have two (French),
three (German) or six (Icelandic). But the distinction between “male” and “female” is extralinguistically motivated. Masterman et al, (1959) see an interlingua as consisting of a “logical system giving the structural principle on which all
languages are based”. In modern terminology, the thesaurus represents the “conceptual structures” that underly information retrieval and natural languages. In
our opinion, this is quite similar to Woods’ (1978) situation lattices. Because
different languages share conceptual structures, they could share a thesaurus or
conceptual structure. Only the lists of synonyms that were attached to every thesaurus head would be different in the different languages. Masterman was aware
of Mooers’ use of lattices and saw this as further evidence for the connection
between the two fields.

4

Modern Descendants

The Mooers-Salton lattice-based retrieval model appears to have mostly been
forgotten until it was rediscovered in the context of FCA (cf. Priss (2000) for an
overview). Without being aware of the model in Salton’s book, FCA researchers
built formal contexts of documents and terms and studied their concept lattices
(starting with Godin et al. (1989)). There are many FCA applications in this
area. Just to name one example: Credo3 provides an on-line interface for web
search engines.
3

http://credo.fub.it/
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Masterman’s research influenced many people, including Karen Spärck Jones
who is considered to be one of the pioneers in information retrieval and natural
language processing. Spärck Jones used Roget’s Thesaurus, but as far as we
know had not much interest in lattices. Similarly, Yarowsky (1992) described an
implementation of the use of Roget’s for word-sense disambiguation which was
very similar to Masterman’s ideas (although he does not cite her), but he uses
statistical methods instead of lattices.
In 1960s in the US, Sally Yeates Sedelow obtained funding to convert the
American edition of Roget’s (1962) into a machine readable format with the
purpose of aiding machine translation. The initial abstract models that she and
her husband, Walter Sedelow, used did not rely on lattice theory (Dillon (1971),
Bryan (1973), Bryan (1974), Talburt & Mooney (1989)). But Bryan’s model
describes a binary relation between words and senses, which is very similar to a
formal context as used in FCA. Thus when the Sedelows met Rudolf Wille, the
founder of FCA, in the early 1990s, they were enthusiastic about the possibilities
that lattice theory had to offer for their research. Their paper about the concept
“concept” (Sedelow & Sedelow, 1993) derives semantic neighbourhoods for words
from the thesaurus which are then represented as “neighbourhood lattices”. Our
own research has used and elaborated this technique in a variety of papers (Priss
& Old, 2004) and has recently led to the implementation of an on-line interface4 ,
which allows users to interactively generate such lattices. Thus, one can argue
that this modern research is an implementation of Masterman’s ideas, although
the thesaurus research (of the Sedelow’s) was initially separated from lattice
research and was only recombined through FCA.
Another modern instantiation of Masterman’s ideas is Helge Dyvik’s (2004)
research, although, as far as we know, he was not directly influenced by or aware
of either FCA or Masterman. Dyvik’s lattices are feature lattices in the sense
of componential semantics. Dyvik’s Semantic Mirrors Method extracts semantic
information from bilingual corpora. His assumption is that if the same sentence
is expressed in two different languages, then it should be possible to align words
or phrases in one language with the corresponding words or phrases in the other
language using statistical processes or semi-automated processes. Once the corpora are aligned the “translational images” of words in the other language are
computed. This process can be repeated several times. Next, the translational
images are algorithmically assigned to separate senses. The resulting structures
can be represented either graphically as lattices, or as a thesaurus (using a
WordNet-style representation). Both structures can be generated interactively
through an on-line interface5 . Priss & Old (2005) have shown that this procedure
is similar to creating neighbourhood lattices in FCA, though Dyvik’s research
was developed independently of FCA.
It could be argued that Dyvik’s Semantic Mirror’s method is a proof of concept for Masterman’s vision. Masterman’s (1956) statement that a “multilingual
MT dictionary is analogous in various respects, to a thesaurus” and that “the en4
5

http://www.roget.org
http://ling.uib.no/helge/mirrwebguide.html
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tries form, not trees, but algebraic lattices, with translation points at the meets
of the sublattices” prescribes exactly what Dyvik has implemented. Of course,
it would not have been possible to implement a system like Dyvik’s in the 1950s
or 60s due to the limits of computers at that time. It seems to us, however, that
maybe not all of Masterman’s ideas have fully been explored using modern technology. For example, the “Twenty questions method of analysis” (Masterman
et al 1959) that was used for extracting extralinguistic (or “semantic”) information via an intralingual analysis appears to be similar to attribute exploration
in FCA (Ganter & Wille, 1999). But this relationship has not yet been further
investigated.
The modern descendants of Quillian (1967), Brachman (1978) and Woods
(1978) are terminological or description logics, conceptual graphs and formal
ontologies as used in the context of the Semantic Web. It appears to be generally
accepted that the class or type hierarchies in these formalisms form lattices. But
apart from the class or type hierarchies, these systems also contain a variety of
other formal structures that do not form lattices. Thus Masterman’s view of a
thesaurus-lattice as the driving component in conceptual structures (or semantic
transformations) was only partly correct. Lattices are important components,
but not the only structures used in such systems. The connections between FCA
and these fields have been established and are well documented (e.g. Rudolph
(2006)).

5

Conclusion

In the introduction we questioned whether modern research in this area is a
continuation or just a repetition of ideas that were suggested 40-50 years ago;
whether this old research still inspires modern work; and whether improvements
in hardware and software have made the old research obsolete. Returning to
these questions, it can be stated that the 1950s and 60s research about latticebased modelling of thesauri was visionary, but hindered by the limitations of
the computer hardware and software of that time. In both fields, natural language processing and information retrieval, the theoretical relevance of lattice
theory has been acknowledged since the 50s and 60s. But non-FCA researchers
tend to use non-lattice operations for most of their algorithms. Only the FCA
researchers in these fields focus on exploiting the lattice operations. Practical
implementations of software using lattice theory have only been feasible since
the 1990s. Some of these modern implementations (such as neighbourhood lattices of Roget’s Thesaurus or Dyvik’s Semantic Mirrors method) can be seen
as “proof of concept” for ideas suggested in the 50s. But in modern research,
thesauri and lattices are usually complemented with other structures under the
general heading of “conceptual structures”. Thus the older ideas have been validated and but also been extended in modern research. It ultimately remains to
be seen what role lattices play with respect to the conceptual structures that underly these disciplines, whether lattices are a core, driving force in such systems
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or whether they are merely one formal model amongst many other contributing
models.
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Abstract. Linear models are ususally preferable due to their simplicity.
However, nonlinear models often emerge in practice. A popular approach
for dealing with nonlinearities is using a piecewise-linear approximation.
In such context, inspired from both Fuzzy Inference Systems (FISs) of
TSK type and Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), this work introduces enhancements based on Interval Numbers and, ultimately, on lattice theory.
Advantages include a capacity to deal with granular inputs, introduction
of tunable nonlinearities, representation of all-order statistics, and induction of descriptive decision-making knowledge (rules) from the training
data. Preliminary computational experiments here demonstrate a good
capacity for generalization; furthermore, only a few rules are induced.
Key words: Fuzzy inference systems (FIS), Genetic optimization, Granular data, Interval number (IN), Lattice theory, Linear approximation,
Rules, Self-organizing map (SOM), TSK model

1

Introduction

The need to employ a real function y : RN → RM , i.e. a model, arises frequently
in practice. In particular, linear models y(x) = c0 + c1 x1 + c2 x2 + ... + cN xN are
preferable due to simplicity. However, most often, the dependence of output y
on the input variables x1 , ..., xN is nonlinear.
A popular approach for dealing with nonlinearities is using a piecewise-linear
approximation. For instance, in the context of fuzzy logic, the TSK (TagakiSugeno-Kang) fuzzy model [13], [14], [15], [16] is popular. The computation of a
TSK model, in the first place, involves the computation of clusters.
A popular scheme for clustering is the self-organizing map (SOM) devised
for visualization of nonlinear relations of multidimensional data [10]. Lately,
granular extensions of SOM were proposed in classification applications [8], [11],
where a data cluster was represented by a fuzzy interval number (FIN).
This work proposes simpler acronym IN (Interval Number) for a FIN. In the
sequel, it explains that a IN is a mathematical object, which may be interpreted
as a probability/possibility distribution, an interval, and/or a real number. In
conclusion, inspired from TSK modeling, this work proposes lattice computing
c Vassilis Kaburlasos, Uta Priss, Manuel Graña (Eds.): LBM 2008 (CLA 2008),
pp. 13–22, ISBN 978–80–244–2112–4, Palacký University, Olomouc, 2008.
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techniques for an advantageous, piecewise-linear approximation based on a INextension of SOM.
We remark that the term lattice computing, or LC for short, was coined
lately to denote an emerging Computational Intelligence paradigm based on
lattice theory [3]. More accurately, LC is defined here as an evolving collection
of tools and methodologies that can process disparate types of data including
logic values, numbers, sets, symbols, and graphs based on mathematical lattice
theory with emphasis on clustering, classification, regression, pattern analysis,
and knowledge representation applications.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical background. Section 3 outlines the proposed techniques. Section 4 presents preliminary experimental results. Section 5 concludes by summarizing the contribution.
The Appendix summarizes the WRLS algorithm for incremental learning.

2

Mathematical Background

Here we summarize useful mathematical notions and tools regarding Interval
Numbers (INs) [4], [6], [7], [8] using an improved mathematical notation [9].
2.1

The Vector Lattice (∆,≤) of Generalized Intervals

Assume the complete latice (R,≤) of real numbers with least and greatest elements
denoted, respectively, by O = −∞ and I = +∞. A generalized interval is defined
in the following.
Definition 1. A generalized interval is an element of lattice (R,≤∂ )×(R,≤).
We remark that ≤∂ in Definition 1 denotes the dual (i.e. converse) of order
relation ≤, i.e. ≤∂ ≡≥. Moreover, product lattice (R,≤∂ )×(R,≤) ≡ (R×R,≥ × ≤)
will be denoted by (∆,≤).
A generalized interval is denoted by [x, y], where x, y ∈ R. Apparently, the
corresponding meet and join in lattice (∆,≤) are given, respectively, by [a, b] ∧
[c, d] = [a ∨ c, b ∧ d] and [a, b] ∨ [c, d] = [a ∧ c, b ∨ d], where a ∧ c (a ∨ c) denotes
the minimum (maximum) of real numbers a and c.
The set of positive (negative) generalized intervals [a, b], characterized by
a ≤ b (a > b), is denoted by ∆+ (∆− ). Apparently, lattice (∆+ ,≤) of positive
generalized intervals is isomorphic1 to the lattice (τ (R),≤) of intervals (sets) in R,
i.e. (τ (R),≤) ∼
= (∆+ ,≤). We have augmented lattice (τ (R),≤) by a least (empty)
interval, denoted by O = [+∞, −∞]. Note that a greatest interval I = [−∞, +∞]
1

A map ψ : (P, ≤) → (Q, ≤) is called (order) isomorphism if and only if both
“x ≤ y ⇔ ψ(x) ≤ ψ(y)” and “ψ is onto Q”. Two lattices (P, ≤) and (Q, ≤) are
called isomorphic, symbolically (P, ≤) ∼
= (Q, ≤), if and only if there is an isomorphism
between them.
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already exists in τ (R). Hence, the complete lattice (τO (R) = τ (R) ∪ {O},≤)
emerges — For simplicity, we use symbols O and I to denote the least and
greatest element, respectively, in any complete lattice.
A (strictly) decreasing bijective, the latter means “one-to-one”, function θR :
R → R implies an isomorphism (R,≤) ∼
= (R,≥); i.e. x < y ⇔ θR (x) > θR (y),
x, y ∈ R. Furthermore, a strictly increasing function vR : R → R is a positive
valuation2 in lattice (R,≤). Therefore, function v∆ : ∆ → R given by v∆ ([a, b]) =
vR (θR (a)) + vR (b) is a positive valuation in lattice (∆,≤) [5]. It follows a metric
function d∆ : R → R≥0 given by d∆ ([a, b], [c, d]) = v∆ ([a, b] ∨ [c, d]) − v∆ ([a, b] ∧
[c, d]) = [vR (θR (a ∧ c)) − vR (θR (a ∨ c))] + [vR (b ∨ d) − vR (b ∧ d)]. In particular,
metric d∆ is valid in lattice (∆+ ∪ {O},≤) ∼
= (τO (R),≤).
Functions θR (.) and vR (.) can be selected in many different ways. For instance, choosing both θR (x) = −x and vR (.) such that vR (x) = −vR (−x) it
follows positive valuation v∆ ([a, b]) = vR (b) − vR (a); hence, it follows metric
d∆ ([a, b], [c, d]) = [vR (a ∨ c) − vR (a ∧ c)] + [vR (b ∨ d) − vR (b ∧ d)] [6]. In particular,
for θR (x) = −x and vR (x) = x it follows metric d∆ ([a, b], [c, d]) = |a − c| + |b − d|.
In general, parametric functions θR (.) and vR (.) may imply tunable nonlinearities.
The space ∆ of generalized intervals is a real linear space [4], [8] with
– addition defined as [a, b] + [c, d] = [a + c, b + d].
– multiplication (by a scalar k ∈ R) defined as k[a, b] = [ka, kb].
A generalized interval in real linear space ∆ is also called vector. A latticeordered vector space is called vector lattice [4].
A subset C of a linear space is called cone if and only if for x1 , x2 ∈ C and
real numbers λ1 , λ2 ≥ 0 it follows (λ1 x1 + λ2 x2 ) ∈ C. It turns out that set ∆+
is a cone. Likewise, set ∆− is a cone.
2.2

The Cone Lattice (F,≤) of Interval Numbers (INs)

Generalized interval analysis in the previous section is useful for studying interval
numbers (INs) in this section. A more general number type is defined first, in
the following.
Definition 2. A generalized interval number, or GIN for short, is a function
G : (0, 1] → ∆.
Let G denote the set of GINs. It turns out that (G, ≤) is a complete lattice
since (G, ≤) is the Cartesian product of complete lattices (∆, ≤).
Addition and multiplication are extended from ∆ to G as follows.
– The sum G1 + G2 , G1 , G2 ∈ G is defined as Gs : Gs (h) = (G1 + G2 )(h) =
G1 (h) + G2 (h), h ∈ (0, 1].
2
Positive valuation is a function v : (L, ≤) × (L, ≤) → R, which satisfies both
v(x) + v(y) = v(x ∧ y) + v(x ∨ y) and x < y ⇒ v(x) < v(y).
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– The product kG1 , k ∈ R and G1 ∈ G, is defined as Gp : Gp (h) = kG1 (h),
h ∈ (0, 1].
Our interest here focuses on the sublattice3 of interval numbers defined next.
Definition 3. An Interval Number, or IN for short, is a GIN F such that both
F (h) ∈ (∆+ ∪ {O}) and h1 ≤ h2 ⇒ F (h1 ) ≥ F (h2 ).
Let F denote the set of INs. Conventionally, a IN will be denoted by a capital
letter in italics, e.g. F ∈ F. Moreover, a N -tuple IN will be denoted by a capital
letter in bold, e.g. F = (F1 , ..., FN ) ∈ FN .
From Definition 3 it follows that a general IN F is written as the set union
of (conventional) intervals, e.g. F = ∪ {[ah , bh ]}, where both interval-ends
h∈(0,1]

ah and bh are functions of h ∈ (0, 1] such that ah ≤ bh .
We point out that a IN is a mathematical object, which may be interpreted
as a probability/possibility distribution, an interval, and/or a real number. For
instance, IN F = ∪ {[a, b]} represents interval [a, b] including real numbers
h∈(0,1]

for a = b. Moreover, a IN F may represent a probability distribution such that
interval F (h) includes 100(1 − h)% of the distribution, whereas the remaining
100h% is split even both below and above interval F (h) [4], [7], [8]. In addition,
a IN may represent a fuzzy number as explained in subsection 2.3 below. In all
cases, a IN can be interpreted as a granule (of information).
It has been shown that for F, E ∈ F there follow both (F ∧ E) ∈ F and
(F ∨ E) ∈ F [9]. Hence, (F, ≤) is a lattice with ordering F1 ≤ F2 ⇔ F1 (h) ≤
F2 (h), ∀h ∈ (0, 1].
The following proposition introduces a metric in lattice (F, ≤) based on a
positive valuation function vR : R → R≥0 [9].
Proposition 1. Let F1 and F2 be INs in the lattice (F, ≤) of INs. Assuming
that the following integral exists, a metric function dF : F × F → R≥0 is given by
Z1
dF (F1 , F2 ) =

d∆ (F1 (h), F2 (h))dh

(1)

0

We remark that a Minkowski metric dp : FN × FN → R≥0 can be defined
between two N -tuple INs F1 = [F1,1 , ..., F1,N ]T and F2 = [F2,1 , ..., F2,N ]T as
dp (F1 , F2 ) = [dpF (F1,1 , F2,1 ) + ... + dpF (F1,N , F2,N )]1/p

(2)
N

Minkowski metric dp (F1 , F2 ) may involve a point x = [x1 , ..., xN ]T ∈ R such
that an entry xi is represented by trivial IN xi = ∪ {[xi , xi ]}, i = 1, ..., N .
h∈(0,1]

Space F is a cone for F1 , F2 ∈ F and real numbers λ1 , λ2 ≥ 0 it follows
(λ1 F1 + λ2 F2 ) ∈ F.
3

A sublattice of a lattice (L, ≤) is another lattice (S, ≤) such that S ⊆ L.
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Perspectives

A fundamental result in fuzzy set theory is the “resolution identity theorem”,
which states that a fuzzy set can, equivalently, be represented either by its membership function or by its α-cuts [19]. The aforementioned theorem was given
little attention in practice, to-date. However, some authors have capitalized on
it by designing fuzzy inference systems (FIS) based on α-cuts of fuzzy numbers,
i.e. based on intervals in τ (R) [17], [18]. More specifically, advantages include
faster (parallel) data processing “level-by-level” as well as “orders-of-magnitude”
smaller computer memory requirements for representing, equivalently, fuzzy sets
with arbitrary membership functions.
This work builds on the resolution identity theorem by, first, dropping the
possibilistic interpretation for a (fuzzy) membership function and, second, by
considering its equivalent α-cuts (interval) representation.

3

The Proposed Techniques

This section outlines computational techniques for achieving a piecewise-linear
approximation of nonlinear models based on INs. Further details will be presented in a future publication.
3.1

Structure Identification

Structure identification is a term from “fuzzy TSK system modeling” [12],[15],[16]
meaning a partition of a model’s input space in subspaces, or clusters, such that
the output to an “input point x = [x1 , ..., xN ]T , within a cluster” is a (usually) linear combination of the N inputs x1 , ..., xN . It turns out that the task of
structure identification is not trivial as illustrated in the following.
Consider the data points shown together with piecewise-linear approximations of two different single-input-single-output models in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b),
respectively. Fig. 1(a) demonstrates an effective partition (of the input space)
characterized by a small approximation error, whereas Fig. 1(b) demonstrates
an ineffective partition characterized by a large approximation error.
A structure identification method is proposed next based (1) on a novel SOM
extension, and (2) on an advantageous, novel structure identification algorithm.
3.2

A SOM Extension

Each cell Ci,j in the SOM proposed here stores both a N -dimensional IN Fi,j =
[Fi,j,1 , ..., Fi,j,N ]T and a (N +1)-dimensional vector ci,j = [ci,j,0 , ci,j,1 , ..., ci,j,N ]T ,
where i = 1, ..., I, and j = 1, ..., J. On one hand, IN Fi,j ∈ FN represents a
population of data assigned to cell Ci,j . On the other hand, vector ci,j ∈ RN +1
stores the parameters of the following hyperplane
pi,j (x) = ci,j,0 + ci,j,1 x1 + ci,j,2 x2 + ... + ci,j,N xN

(3)
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Fig. 1. Two different, piecewise-linear single-input-single-output models. (a) This
model partitions the input space effectively with a small approximation error using
three lines. (b) This model partitions the input space ineffectively with a large approximation error using two lines.

A cell is called nonempty if at least one datum is assigned to it. A nonempty
cell represents a rule. In particular, the N INs in Fi,j of cell Ci,j correspond
to a (fuzzy) rule antecedent, whereas the N + 1 hyperplane parameters in ci,j
constitute the corresponding rule’s consequent.
3.3

INSOM: A Structure Identification Algorithm

Structure identification is carried out using the novel algorithm INSOM, below.
3.4

Parameter Identification

Algorithm INSOM above induces an “initial” (piecewise-linear) model from a
series (xk , yk ) ∈ RN × R, k = 1, 2, ..., n of training data. The objective in this
section is to compute a globally optimum model.
The output of the aforementioned “initial” model is written analytically as
yb(xk ) = c0 +

L
X
i=1

(ci,0 σi +

N
X

ci,j σi xk,j )

(4)

j=1

where xk = [xk,1 , ..., xk,N ]T , furthermore the σi s are functions of the (known)
INs. In conclusion, a globally optimum set of hyperplanes is computed by algorithm WRLS in the Appendix.
Further improvement was sought by optimal parameter estimation tech0
niques, which replaced a IN Fi,j by IN Fi,j
= ai,j Fi,j + bi,j , where ai,j ∈ (0, 3] is
a scaling parameter and bi,j ∈ [−1, 1] is a translation parameter, i = 1, ..., L, j =
0
1, ..., N . More specifically, the task was to compute optimal INs Fi,j
, in a mean
square error sense, by optimal parameter ai,j , bi,j estimation.
Optimization was pursued by genetic algorithms (GA) [1],[12], where the
phenotype of an “individual” consisted of specific values of parameters ai,j , bi,j .
There was a total number of 2 × N × L parameters binary-encoded to the chromosome of an “individual”. We included 25 “individuals” per generation.
In conclusion, we point out that our “initial” model was computed by algorithm INSOM for structure identification without any employment of fuzzy
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Algorithm 1 INSOM: A Structure Identification Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

I ← Number of rows in a SOM grid/map
J ← Number of columns in a SOM grid/map
dθ ← 0.8, `θ ← n/10 //user-defined parameters dθ and `θ
createANDinitializeMap(I, J)
for r = 1 to Nepochs do //for each epoch
Calculate Bp,q (r), a(r) //Bp,q (r) is a neighborhood; a(r) is a weight coefficient
wk ← a(r)
for k = 1 to n do //for each input datum (xk , yk )
FindTheWinner(xk , yk )
p ← winner row
q ← winner column
Assign(xk , yk ,p,q) //assign input datum (xk , yk ) to winner cell Cp,q
for i = 1 to I do //for each row
for j = 1 to J do //for each column
if Ci,j ∈ Bp,q (r) then
WRLS(i, j,wk ,xk , yk )
end if
end for//for j
end for//for i
end for//for k
ResetCellsConditionally(`θ )
ComputeINs()
MergeSimilarCells(dθ )
end for//for r
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logic. Whereas, thereafter, parameter identification was pursued based on standard fuzzy TSK modeling techniques.

4

Preliminary Experimental Results

The effectiveness of our proposed (piecewise-linear approximation) techniques is
demonstrated in this preliminary work on a single-input-single-output nonlinear
system. In the interest of simplicity positive valuation function vR (x) = x was
employed. Furthermore, both input- and output- data were normalized in the
interval [0, 1] by straightforward linear transformation. At the end of all computations, the output data were transformed back to their original domain for
meaningful comparisons.
We considered the simple system described by the following equation.
y = sin(10x)

(5)

where x ∈ [0, 1].
Forty input/output data pairs (xk , yk ) ∈ R × R, k = 1, ..., 40 were randomly (uniformly) generated. The scatter plot of the generated input/output
data points is shown in Fig. 2(a). Following a popular practice, we employed the
same data set for both training and testing. No validation set was employed.
A 4 × 4 SOM grid was used to compute a TSK model. The structure identification algorithm was applied for Nepochs = 100 epochs resulting in five nonempty
cells — Recall that a nonempty cell represents a rule. The IN/antecedent and
the hyperplane/consequent (the latter is a line here) in each cell are shown in
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(a), respectively. A visual inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that
the proposed method partitions the input space well.

5

Conclusion

This work has proposed a new paradigm, inspired from both Fuzzy Inference
Systems (FISs) of TSK type and Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), for piecewiselinear approximation of nonlinear models based on Interval Numbers (INs).
A unique advantage of INs here is their effectiveness in computing colinear
points within a cluster as it will be detailed in a future publication. Another advantage of our proposed techniques is the fast induction of an optimal number of
rules. Note that the employment of SOM in fuzzy system modeling applications
has been rather sporadic to-date. Nevertheless, different authors have confirmed
the capacity of SOM for rapid data processing [2]. In our future work we have
also planned additional experiments including alternative data sets.

Piecewise-Linear Approximation of Nonlinear Models Based on Interval
Numbers (INs)
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Fig. 2. (a) Scatter plot of function y = sin(10x) including 40 input/output data points.
The five lines correspond, respectively, to the consequents of five rules. (b) The five INs
correspond, respectively, to the antecedents of five rules — Note that the corresponding
consequent (line) for a IN is shown above the IN.

Appendix
Here we show the Weighted Recursive Least Squares (WRLS) algorithm for
incremental learning.
Consider a series of data vectors [xk,1 , ..., xk,M , yk ]T ∈ RM × R, k = 1, ..., n.
The WRLS algorithm computes incrementally the parameters of a hyperplane
in RM +1 , optimally fitted, in a least square error sense, to the aforementioned
data. The corresponding equations are shown next.

ck+1 = ck + yk+1 − xTk+1 · ck kk
kk =

1
wk

Sk xk+1
+xT
k+1 Sk xk+1

(6)


Sk+1 = I − kk xTk+1 Sk
k = 1, 2, ..., n.
The equations above are initialized at k = 0 with c0 = 0 and S0 = aI, where
a ∈ R is typically large, e.g. a = 1000. Vector ck = [ck,0 , ck,1 , ..., ck,M ]T includes
the optimum hyperplane parameters at a step.
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Abstract. The calculation of an optimal subset of inputs from a set
of candidate ones is known in the bibliography of system modeling as
the input (or feature) selection problem. In this work we introduce a
remarkable attribute of the FLR classifier: it’s capacity to identify redundant system inputs, from a set of input/output data. The proposed
approach is applicable beyond RN on any lattice ordered data set LN ,
which may include disparate types of data. Also, the proposed approach
can deal with populations of data instead of crisp data vectors. Finally,
it is highlighted that proposed approach can be employed for designing
models with simple structure and significant performance. The method
is successfully applied here on two well known real world classification
problems, identifying redundant inputs and inducing FLR classifiers with
simple structure and favorable classification performance.
Key words: Fuzzy Interval Number (FIN), Fuzzy Lattice Reasoning
(FLR), classification, lattice theory

1

Introduction

One of the most important issues in computational intelligence is the structure
identification of the model to be used for modeling effectively a physical system.
According to established modeling methodology, physical systems are treated
as black boxes where the only knowledge we have about them emanates from a
finite set of samples, which are organized as ordered pairs of input (excitations)
output (response) data. The next step in modeling, given a sufficient set of
input/output data, is the definition of proper model’s structure and a learning
rule. Since samples are always finite, an effective modeling must produce models
with sound generalization capacities. That is, models which have as close as
possible behavior to physical system, especially on data lying outside the initial
set of samples.
The related bibliography on effective model’s definition including fuzzy modeling [1–5], neural networks [6–8] , self organizing maps [9], mathematical models
[10–12], etc is vast. In general, structure’s identification problem can be hierarchically divided into three principal sub-problems. The first one, namely input
c Vassilis Kaburlasos, Uta Priss, Manuel Graña (Eds.): LBM 2008 (CLA 2008),
pp. 23–31, ISBN 978–80–244–2112–4, Palacký University, Olomouc, 2008.
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selection problem, is the choice from a set of (intuitively selected) candidate
inputs of those ones that are necessary and sufficient to describe the specified
target. Second, is the formation of inner model structure (i.e. number of rules, or
neurons, input space partition etc.) in the space of selected inputs. Third, is the
process of parameter identification (training) by applying a convenient learning
rule.
The importance of input selection problem has been widely recognized by
many researchers [13, 14, 4] . For instance, in [3, 4] the authors claim that using
a scale of importance varying from one to one hundred, the input selection
problem is rated as one hundred, the inner model’s structure is rated as ten,
while the task of parameters identification is rated as one.
A detailed review of several input selection approaches is referred to in [13,
15]. Although the proposed method encounter all aforementioned three types of
structure identification problems, the discussion in this work focuses mainly on
input selection issues.
The basic advantage of our methodology, presented below, is that it can be
applied on non-homogeneous input/output data including real numbers, populations of data represented by probability/possibility distributions,etc. Disparate
types of data can be represented by Fuzzy Interval Numbers (FINs) [16–18]. The
set of FINs is lattice ordered, where a metric can be defined by establishing a
parametric positive valuation function [16]. Parametric positive valuation functions introduce several tunable non-linearities, which are adjusted by a stochastic
non linear optimization method toward maximization of performance.
The layout of this preliminary work is as follows: Section 2 presents the
mathematical background. Section 3 presents the proposed method. Section 4
presents experimental results. Finally, section 5 concludes by summarizing the
contribution of this work.

2

Mathematical Background

In order to make the proposed approach clear, some notions are shown next. A
generalized interval is denoted by [x, y], x, y ∈ R. Let (∆, ≤) = (R, ≤∂ )×(R, ≤)
be the complete product lattice of generalized intervals. Note that the inverse ≥
of any order relation ≤ is itself an order relation. The order ≥ is called the dual
of ≤, symbolically ≤∂ , or ≤−1 , or ≥.
The corresponding meet and join in lattice (∆, ≤) are given by [a, b]∧[c, d] =
[a ∨ c, b ∧ d] and [a, b] ∨ [c, d] = [a ∧ c, b ∨ d]. Note that (∆, ≤) = (∆− , ≤) ∪ (∆+ , ≤)
where (∆− , ≤) , (∆+ , ≤) is the set of negative (a > b) and positive (a ≤ b)
generalized intervals, respectively. Note that lattice (∆+ , ≤) is isomorphic to
lattice (τ (R), ≤) of intervals in set R, That is (τ (R), ≤) ∼
= (∆+ , ≤).
A strictly decreasing function θR : R → R implies an isomorphism (R, ≤
)∼
= (R, ≥). Furthermore, a strictly increasing function νR : R → R is a positive
valuation function in lattice (R, ≤). Hence, function ν∆ : ∆ → R, given by
ν∆ ([a, b]) = νR (θR (a)) + νR (b) is a positive valuation function in lattice (∆, ≤)
[19]. It follows a metric d∆ : ∆ × ∆ → R0+ given by
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d∆ ([a, b], [c, d]) = [νR (θR (a ∧ c)) − νR (θR (a ∨ c))] + [νR (b ∨ d) − νR (b ∧ d)] (1)
A Generalized Interval Number is a function f (0, 1] → ∆ where ∆ denotes
a complete product lattice (∆, ≤) = (R, ≤∂ ) × (R, ≤) of generalized intervals.
2.1

Fuzzy Interval Numbers

Fuzzy Interval Numbers or FINs have been extensively described in [16], [17],
[18]. Let L to be the Lattice of FINs. Then a N-tuple FIN F ∈ LN . A FIN F
can be represented as the union set of generalized intervals F = ∪ {[ah , bh ]}.
h∈(0,1]

IF ah = bh ∀h ∈ (0, 1] the FIN is called trivial FIN. Given a strictly increasing
function: ν(.) and a strictly decreasing one: θ(.) an inclusion measure is defined
as a function σL : L × L → [0, 1], given by:
N
P

Z1
σL (F, E) =
0

[νR,i (θR,i (ci,h )) + νR,i (di,h )]

i=1
N
P

dh

(2)

[νR,i (θR,i (ai,h ∧ ci,h )) + νR,i (bi,h ∨ di,h )]

i=1

Note that F, E are N-tuple FINs. Functions ν : R → R0+ and θ : R → R can
be given by:
νR,i (x) =

Ai
1+e−λi (x−mi )

(3)
θR,i (x) = 1 − 2mi
where i = 1, 2, ..., N . N denotes the number of inputs. Ai , λi , mi ∈ R tunable
parameters. The size of a FIN is defined as a function ZF : F × F → R0+ , given
by:
Z1
ZF (F) =

d∆ (ah , bh )dh

(4)

0

where d∆ (ah , bh ) is computed by Eq. (1)

3

The Proposed Method

The granular FLR is a set of labeled pairs (Ei , ci ) or granules , each represented
by a N -tuple FIN Ei and a label ci . Linguistically, a granule defines a rule of the
form: IF datum Fj is included in granule Ei then the class of datum Fj is ci .
Hence a set RB = {Ei , ci } of granules defines a rule base for the FLR classifier.
The FLR algorithm is divided in two parts:
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Algorithm 1 FLR for training
1: Initialize RB = {E` , c` } | ` = 1, 2, ..., L of granules E` . c` ∈ C is the label of granule
E` .
2: Do set all pairs in RB. Present the next input pair (Fi , ci ), i=1,...,n. Compute the
degree of inclusion σF (Fi ≤ E` ) of input granule Fi to all granules E` , ` = 1, ..., L.
3: IF no pairs are set in RB then store input pair (Fi , ci ) in RB, L = L + 1, goto 2.
4: The winner among set pairs in RB is Ej , cj such that j = arg max {σF (Fi ≤ E` )}.
`∈{1,...L}

5: The Assimilation Condition: Both 1.) The size Z(Fi ∨ Ej ) of granule Fi ∨ Ej is
less than a user defined threshold size Zcrit and 2.) ci = cj .
6: if the Assimilation Condition is not satisfied then reset the winner and goto 3.
Else, replace the winner with granule Fi ∧ Ej ; and goto 2.

Algorithm 2 Stochastic optimization of tunable FLR parameters
1: Select a population of individuals and encode Zcrit , Ai , λi , mi where i = 1, 2, ..., N
into chromosome.
2: For each individual apply algorithm 1 and calculate its Fitness given by Eq. (5),
(see Section 4).
3: Apply genetic operators to produce next generation.
4: if stopping criterion is not satisfied then goto 2.
5: Store the trained FLR, consisting of a RB of labeled granules and fine tuned parameters Zcrit , Ai , λi , mi .

The results of algorithm 1 depend on both Zcrit and parameters Ai , λi , mi |i =
1, ..., N according to Eq. (2), (3). The tunable parameters Zcrit and parameters
Ai , λi , mi are optimized such that the rate of success classification is maximized.
In the case where νR,i (x) = consti ∀ x, i | consti ∈ R, it follows by equations
1, 2 that any calculated distances and similarity measures take constant values
for every data Fj , Fk6=j . Hence, there is no any discretization information and
all data are equally distant (or equally similar) to each other. The classification
process has to be entirely based only on the attributes (if any) with respective
non flat sigmoid positive valuation functions. In other words attributes which
have constant sigmoid positive valuation functions in the range of their interest,
provides no discretization information and may be omitted. The aforementioned
reasoning is experimentaly verified next.

4

Experimental Results

It has to be stressed that here we use input/output data, which are real numbers.
However, the method has been developed using FINs data representation, which
are members of a lattice. Hence, without loss of generality, a FIN represents here
a real number.
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Fisher’s IRIS Classification Benchmark

Fisher Iris benchmark data set, downloaded from the UCI machine learning
repository [20], is used to demonstrate the proposed feature selection technique. It includes measurements regarding four crinum flower attributes including x1 :sepal-length, x2 :sepal-width, x3 :petal-length, x4 :petal-width. The crinums
are classified in three classes, namely versicolor (i.e. class 1), setosa (i.e. class
2), and virginica (i.e. class 3). In all, there are fifty 4-dimensional vectors per
class available. After a random data permutation we employed the first 50 data
vectors (33.33%) for training the next 50 (33.33%) for validation and the last
50 (33.33%) for testing. Each input datum is considered as a 4-tuple trivial
FIN. Each sigmoid νi (x) | i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is defined by three tunable parameters
Ai , λi , mi .
The genetic algorithm, presented in [21], is used for the optimization of FLR.
The optimization of FLR lies in the calculation of sigmoid’s parameter such that
the rate of successful classification on both training and validation data set is as
high as possible. Sigmoid parameters are binary encoded into the chromosome
of every individual, using a word of 16 bits per parameter. Each individual represents a FLR model which is created using the encoded parameters’ value, and
applying the algorithm 2 on the training data set. Hence, the percent classification rate on both training and validation data set, namely (Rtrn ) and (Rval )
respectively, is calculated. The fitness function is calculated by Eq. (5)

Q(ps ) = w · Rtrn + (1 − w) · Rval +

0.1
L

(5)

The parameter ps = [Zcrit , A1 , λ1 , m1 , ..., AN , λN , mN ] denotes the vector of
tunable parameter values, which are encoded into the chromoshome of individual
s, s = 1, 2, ...S | S denotes the population size. For N attributes the vector ps has
3N + 1 elements. Parameter L is a positive integer, which depends on the value
of parameter Zcrit and denotes the number of granules in RB that constitute the
FLR model. Term 0.1/L in Eq. (5) is used to lead the evolution into FLR models
with RB having small number of granules. Finally, w = 0.5 is a relaxation factor,
used to direct the evolution out of over trained solutions. The GA population
includes 25 individuals and the evolution terminates when the quality function
of the elite individual remains intact for 50 successive generations.
The sigmoid functions of the trained FLR are illustrated in Fig. 1. Stated by
experimental results, we conclude that attribute sepal width is negligible, since
all sepal width input values are mapped to a constant value approximately equal
to 2. As a result attribute sepal width does not provides any class discretization
information and should be removed. Our claim was experimentally verified by recalculating the classification rate without using sepal width values. We remarked
that ignorance of sepal width does not affect training, validation and checking
classification rate.
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Fig. 1. The sigmoid positive valuation functions of the four attributes for the Fisher’s
IRIS classification benchmark.Since the sigmoid function for Sepal width is flat we
conclude that the corresponding input is redundant.

4.2

The Wine Classification Benchmark

A more complex problem, the well known wine classification benchmark, is used
in this example for further verification of proposed approach. In this problem
is faced the classification of wines, in three categories according to 13 measured
chemical attributes. Each input datum is created as a 13-tuple trivial FIN. Each
datum’s output takes an integer value 1,2, or 3 which represents the class of
specific wine sample. The total of 178 input - output data were separated in three
subsets, namely, training (60 data), validation (60 data) and testing (58 data) set.
Algorithm FLR was applied using all 13 attributes. After training, the sigmoid
functions of attributes are illustrated in Fig. 2. It is clearly observed that six
attributes: Alcohol, Alkalinity of Ash, Magnesium, Total phenols, Nonflavonoid
phenols and Proanthocyanins illustrate flat sigmoid in the range of interest.
Thus, they are redundant. Ignoring redundant attributes a simplified FLR model
classifier was built, which provides the same classification rate with FLR created
by all thirteen attributes. This result confirms experimentally the statement that
specific attributes are unnecessary.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

A novel and effective method for the determination of redundant attributes in
classification problems was introduced. Our proposed method for input selection
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Fig. 2. The wine Classification Benchmark. Attributes with flat sigmoid positive valuation functions are redundunt ones since all their input values are mapped to a constant
number.
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using the FLR classifier computes only sufficient conditions. Hence when the
sigmoid (positive valuation function) is constant in the range of interest of an
input variable then we conclude that the latter input variable is redundant and
can be omitted. In other words, for not-constant positive valuation functions
we cannot tell whether the corresponding input variable is redundant or not.
More work needs to be done in this direction in the future. Considering that we
need only three tunable parameters per classifier’s input, we conclude that the
proposed methodology produces FLR classifiers with simple structure. Moreover,
the proposed technique is applied on data sets which are Lattices. In a future
work our proposed method will be applied on disparate types of data as symbols
and populations of measurements represented by probability distributions.
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Abstract. We introduce an approach to fMRI analysis based on the Lattice Associative Memory (LAM) Endmember Induction Heuristic Algorithm (EIHA).
Induced endmembers are used to compute the activation levels of voxels as result
of an unmixing process. The endmembers correspond to diverse activation patterns, one of these activation patterns corresponds to the rest state of the neuronal
tissue. We introduce a lattice normalization which consists in the mean centering
for each voxel patttern independently. This lattice normalization is needed to remove scaling effects that rendered our approach inapplicable. Results on a case
study are encouraging.

1

Introduction

Human brain mapping is a rapidly expanding discipline, and in recent years interest has
grown in novel methods for imaging human brain functionality. Noninvasive techniques
can measure cerebral physiologic responses during neural activation. One of the relevant techniques is functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [6], which uses the
blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast. Slight physiological alterations,
such as neuronal activation resulting in changes of blood flow and blood oxygenation,
are detected. These signal changes are related to changes in the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin, which acts as an intravascular contrast agent for fMRI. The most fMRI
examinations are performed with BOLD-based methods using techniques sensitive to
local distortions in the magnetic field (susceptibility sensitive techniques). These are T2
weighted spin echo pulse sequences or T2* weighted gradient echo pulse sequences.
The various fMRI-methods have a good spatial and temporal resolution, limited only
by the precision with which the autoregulatory mechanisms of the brain adjust blood
flow in space to the metabolic demands of neuronal activity. Since these methods are
completely noninvasive, using no contrast agent or ionizing radiation, repeated singlesubject studies are becoming feasible [5].
To evaluate the resulting fMRI image series, sophisticated algorithms and great
computational power are needed to separate the physiologically induced signals from
noise or from artifacts resulting from patient movement or MRI detection techniques
[13]. Appropriate postprocessing procedures for fMRI are currently being developed at
a very rapid pace. Since many research groups are working in this area, no consensus
has been reached about the analysis methods of the functional data up to now. A further reason for the large variety of different postprocessing procedures is the lack of a
complete underlying theory of the BOLD effect.
c Vassilis Kaburlasos, Uta Priss, Manuel Graña (Eds.): LBM 2008 (CLA 2008),
pp. 33–44, ISBN 978–80–244–2112–4, Palacký University, Olomouc, 2008.
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The fMRI experiment consists of a functional template or protocol (e.g., alternating activation and rest for a certain time) that induces a functional response in the
brain.The aim of an fMRI experiment is to detect this stimulus response, resulting from
the BOLD effect, in a defined volume element (voxel). The functional information of
a voxel has to be extracted from its functional time course. Therefore, for each functional time point one fMRI volume is recorded. The complete four-dimensional dataset
(three dimensions in space, one dimension in time) consists of subsequently recorded
three-dimensional (3-D) volumes and thus for each voxel of a volume a functional time
course exists. The acquisition of these functional volumes runs over periods lasting up
to several minutes.
There are a number of sources of noise in the fMRI signal [14] that must be dealt
with in appropriate preprocessing steps. The pulse sequence and the magnetic field
stregth used can have an effect on the image quality. The long time duration of the
experiments allow for head motions, even with strong restriction put into place. Experiment designs also affect the relative dynamics. We will assume that these noise sources
have been dealt with appropriately.
The most extended analysis approach for fMRI signals is the Statistical Parametric
Maps (SPM) [2] which has developed into a free open source software package. This
method consists in the separate voxel based test of the generalized linear model (GLM)
corresponding to the experimental design, followed by a segmentation of the spatial
distribution of the individual voxel t-test values as a parametric map. There have been
also approximations based on the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [1] assuming that the time series observations are linear mixtures of independent sources which
can not be observed. ICA assumes that the source signals are non-Gaussian and that
the linear mixing process is unknown. The approaches to solve the ICA process obtain both the independent sources and the linear unmixing matrix. In previous works
we have proposed an heuristic algorithm, which we have called Endmember Induction
Heuristic Algorithm (EIHA) in [3] to solve a similar problem. There the assumption is
that the data is generated from a set of endmembers which are the vertices of a convex
polytope covering the data observations. Our approach is based on the relation between
the Lattice Independence and Affine Independence [12], and the ability of Lattice Associative Memories to serve as detectors of Lattice Independent sets of vectors. The
original works were devoted to unsupervised hyperspectral image segmentation, and
here we try to apply it to fMRI analysis. The results are promising. This approach falls
in the field of Lattice Computing algorithms, which have been introduced in [4] as the
class of algorithms that either apply lattice operators inf and sup or use lattice theory
to produce generalizations or fusions of previous approaches. In [4] an extensive and
updated list of references, including previous works from authors contributing to this
workshop, can be found.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 will present the undelying linear
mixing model. Section 3 presents an sketch of the relation between Lattice Independence and Linear (Affine) Independence through the LAM theory. Section 4 recalls our
heuristic algorithm. Section 5 presents results of the proposed approach on a case study.
Section 6 provides some conclusions.
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The Linear Mixing Model

The linear mixing model can be expressed as follows:
x=

M
X

ai si + w = Sa + w,

(1)

i=1

where x is the d-dimension pattern vector corresponding to the fMRI voxel time series
vector, S is the d×M matrix whose columns are the d-dimension vertices of the convex
region covering the data corresponding to the so called endmembers si , i = 1, .., M, a
is the M -dimension fractional abundance vector, and w is the d-dimension additive observation noise vector. The linear mixing model is subjected to two constraints on the
abundance coefficients. First, to be physically meaningful, all abundance coefficients
must be non-negative ai ≥ 0, i =P1, .., M. Second, to account for the entire composiM
tion, they must be fully additive i=1 ai = 1. That means that we expect the vectors
in S to be affinely independent and that the convex region defined by them includes all
the data points.
Once the convex region vertices have been determined the unmixing process is the
computation of the matrix inversion that gives the coordinates of the point relative to
the convex region vertices. The simplest approach is the unconstrained least squared
error (LSE) estimation given by:
−1 T
b = ST S
a
S x.

(2)

The coefficients that result from equation 2 do not necessarily fulfill the non-negativity
and full additivity conditions. For simplicity, we will use the unconstrained estimation
of equation 2 to compute the abundance coefficients. Moreover, the heuristic algorithm
EIHA described in section 4 from [3] always produces convex regions that lie inside the
data cloud, so that enforcing the non-negative and additivity to one conditions would be
impossible for some data points. Negative values are considered as zero values and the
additivity to one condition is not important as long as we are looking for the maximum
abundances to assign meaning to the resulting spatial distribution of the coefficients.
These coefficients are interpreted as fMRI voxel activation. That is, high positive values are interpreted as high voxel activation if the corresponding endmember does not
correspond to the random pattern obtained as the resting state response.

3

Lattice Independence and Lattice Autoassociative Memories

The work on Lattice Associative Memories (LAM) stems from the consideration of
the algebraic lattice structure (R, ∨, ∧, +) as the alternative to the algebraic framework
given by the mathematical field (R, +, ·) for the definition of Neural Networks computation. The LAM were first introduced in [8,9] as Morphological Associative Memories,
but we follow the new convention introduced in [11,12] because it sets the works in the
more general framework of Lattice Computing. The operators ∨ and ∧ denote, respectively, the discrete max and min operators (resp. sup and inf in a continuous setting).
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Given a set of input/output pairs of pattern (X, Y ) = xξ , yξ ; ξ = 1, .., k , a linear
heteroassociative neural network based on the pattern’s cross correlation is built up as
P
0
W = ξ yξ · xξ . Mimicking this constructive procedure [8,9] propose the following
constructions of Lattice Memories (LM):
WXY =

k h
^

yξ × −xξ

0 i

and MXY =

k h
_

yξ × −xξ

0 i

,

(3)

ξ=1

ξ=1

where × is any of the 2
∨ or 2
∧ operators. Here 2
∨ and 2
∧ denote the max and min
matrix product [8,9]. respectively defined as follows:
_
{aik + bkj } ,
(4)
C = A2
∨ B = [cij ] ⇔ cij =
k=1,...,n

C = A2
∧ B = [cij ] ⇔ cij =

^

{aik + bkj } .

(5)

k=1,...,n

If X = Y then the LM memories are Lattice Autoassociative Memories (LAM).
Conditions of perfect recall by the LM and LAM of the stored patterns proved in [8,9]
encouraged the research on them, because in the continuous case, the LAM is able
to store and recall any set of patterns: WXX 2
∨ X = X = MXX 2
∧ X, for any X.
However, this result holds when we deal with noise-free patterns. Research on robust
recall [7,9,10] based on the so-called kernel patterns lead to the notion of morphological
independence, in the erosive and dilative sense, and finally to the definition of Lattice
Independence (LI) and Strong Lattice Independence (SLI). We gather some results from
[12] that set the theoretical background for the approach to endmember induction applied.

Definition 1. Given a set of vectors x1 , ..., xk ⊂ Rn a linear minimax combination
of vectors from this set is any vector x ∈Rn±∞ which is a linear minimax sum of these
vectors:
k
 _ ^

x = L x1 , ..., xk =
aξj + xξ ,
j∈J ξ=1

where J is a finite set of indices and aξj ∈ R±∞ ∀j ∈ J and ∀ξ = 1, ..., k.

Definition 2. The linear minimax span of vectors x1 , ..., xk = X ⊂ Rn is the set of
all linear minimax sums of subsets of X, denoted LM S x1 , ..., xk .

Definition 3. Given a set of vectors X = x1 , ..., xk  ⊂ Rn , a vector x ∈Rn±∞ is
lattice dependent if and only if x ∈ LM S x1 , ..., xk . The vector x is lattice independent if and only if it is not lattice dependent on X. The set X is said to be
 lattice
λ
independent
if
and
only
if
∀λ
∈
{1,
...,
k}
,
x
is
lattice
independent
of
X\
xλ =
 ξ
x ∈ X : ξ 6= λ .
The definition of lattice independence supersedes and improves the early definitions [10] of erosive and dilative morphological independence, which, however, have
more intuitive appealing. Nevertheless, this definition has the additional advantage of
establishing a formal parallelism with the definition of linear independence.
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Definition 4. A set of vectors X = x1 , ..., xk ⊂ Rn is said to be max dominant if
and only if for every λ ∈ {1, ..., k} there exists and index jλ ∈ {1, ..., n} such that
xλjλ − xλi =

k 
_


xξjλ − xξi ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} .

ξ=1

Similarly, X is said to be min dominant if and only if for every λ ∈ {1, ..., k} there
exists and index jλ ∈ {1, ..., n} such that
xλjλ − xλi =

k 
^


xξjλ − xξi ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} .

ξ=1

The expressions that compound this definition appeared in the early theorems about
perfect recall of Morphological Associative Memories [8,9]. Their value as an identifiable property of the data has been discovered in the context of the formalization of
the relationship between strong lattice independence, defined below, and the classical
affine independence.

Definition 5. A set of lattice independent vectors x1 , ..., xk ⊂ Rn is said to be
strongly lattice independent (SLI) if and only if X is max dominant or min dominant or
both.
As said before, min and max dominance are the conditions for perfect recall. Per
construction, the column vectors of Lattice Autoassociative Memories are min or max
dominant, depending of their erosive or dilative nature, therefore they will be strongly
lattice independent, if they are lattice independent.

Conjecture 1. [12] If X = x1 , ..., xk ⊂ Rn is strongly lattice independent then X
is affinely independent.
This conjecture (stated as theorem in [11]) is the key result whose proof would
relate the linear convex analysis and the non-linear lattice analysis. If true, it means
that the construction of the LAM provides the starting point for obtaining sets of affine
independent vectors that could be used as endmembers for the unmixing algorithms
described in section 2.

Theorem 1. [12] Let X = x1 , ..., xk ⊂ Rn and let W ( M ) be the set of vectors
consisting of the columns of the matrix WXX (MXX .). Let F (X) denote the set of fixed
points of the LAM constructed from set X. There exist V ⊂ W and N ⊂ M such that V
and N are strongly lattice independent and F (X) = F (V ) = F (N ) or, equivalently,
WXX = WV V and MXX = MN N .
The key idea of this theorem is to test the lattice independence of the already known
as min or max dominant sets of vectors. Removing lattice dependent vectors will not
affect this min/max dominance property. The smart way to test lattice dependence lies in
the fact that removing a lattice dependent vectors does not alter the set of fixed points of
the remaining ones. This theorem is proved following a constructive reasoning, giving
way to an algorithm for the construction of the set of affine independent sets of vectors
from LAM dicussed in [3,12].
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Algorithm 1 Endmember Induction Heuristic Algorithm (EIHA)
1. Shift the data sample to zero mean
→
{f c (i) = f (i) − −
µ ; i = 1, .., n}.
2. Initialize the set of vertices E = {e1 } with a randomly
the set of
˘` picked sample. Initialize
´¯
lattice independent binary signatures X = {x1 } = e1k > 0; k = 1, .., d
3. Construct the LAM’s based on the lattice independent binary signatures: MXX and WXX .
4. For each pixel f c (i)
→
(a) compute the noise corrections sign vectorsf + (i) = (f c (i) + α−
σ > 0) and f − (i) =
→
−
c
(f (i) − α σ > 0)
(b) compute y + = MXX 2
∧ f + (i)
−
(c) compute y = WXX 2
∨ f − (i)
+
−
(d) if y ∈
/ X or y ∈
/ X then f c (i) is a new vertex to be added to E, execute once 3 with
the new E and resume the exploration of the data sample.
(e) if y + ∈ X and f c (i) > ey+ the pixel spectral signature is more extreme than the stored
vertex, then substitute ey+ with f c (i) .
(f) if y − ∈ X and f c (i) < ey− the new data point is more extreme than the stored vertex,
then substitute ey− with f c (i) .
5. The final set of endmembers is the set of original data vectors f (i) corresponding to the sign
vectors selected as members of E.

4

Endmember Induction Heuristic Algorithm (EIHA)

For the sake of completeness we recall here our Endmember Induction Heuristic Algorithm (EIHA) maintaining the notation used in the original references. Let us denote

f (i) ∈ Rd ; i = 1, .., n the high dimensional data that may be the time series in a
→
→
fMRI voxels, −
µ and −
σ are, respectively, the mean vector and the vector of standard
deviations computed over the data sample, α the noise correction factor and E the set
of already discovered vertices. The noise amplitude of the additive noise in equation
→
→
(1) is −
σ , the patterns are corrected by the addition and subtraction of α−
σ, before being presented to the LAM’s. The gain parameter α controls the amount of flexibility in
the discovering of new endmembers. Let us denote by the expression x > 0 the construction of the binary vector ({bi = 1 if xi > 0; bi = 0 if xi ≤ 0} ; i = 1, .., n) . The
detailed description of the steps in the heuristic algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1.
The starting endmember set consists of a randomly picked pixel. However, this selection
is not definitive, because the algorithm may later change this endmember for another,
more extreme, one. The noise correction parameter α has a great impact on the number
of endmembers found. Low values imply large number of endmembers. It determines
if a vector is interpreted as a random perturbation of an already selected endmember.

5

A Case Study

The experimental data corresponds to auditory stimulation test data of single person. It
is freely available from ftp://ftp.fil.ion.ucI.ac.uk/spm/data, the file name is snrfM00223.zip.
These data are the result of the preprocessing pipeline that removes many noise sources.
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These whole brain BOLD/EPI images were acquired on a modified 2T Siemens MAGNETOM Vision system. Each acquisition consisted of 64 contiguous slices. Each slice
being a 2D image of one head volume cut. There are 64x64x64 voxels of size 3mm x
3mm x 3mm. The data acquisition took 6.05s, with the scan-to-scan repeat time (RT)
set arbitrarily to 7s. 96 acquisitions were made (RT=7s) in blocks of 6, i.e., 16 42s
blocks. The condition for successive blocks alternated between rest and auditory stimulation, starting with rest. Auditory stimulation was bi-syllabic words presented binaurally at a rate of 60 per minute. The functional data starts at acquisition 4, image
snrfMOO223-004. Due to T1 effects it is advisable to discard the first few scans (there
were no "dummy" lead-in scans). We have discarded the first 10 scans. Figure 1 shows
the plots of the time series corresponding to the slice #30 of the collected volume. It
can be appreciated that there are an intensity displacement filling the whole range of
intensities. There are few voxels showing an activation pattern on the top of the plots,
and the vast majority of the voxels time series correspond to random non activation patterns at diverse intensities. The result of our algorithm applied to these raw data would
be trivial and uninteresting, we would find the upper and lower patterns.

Fig. 1. Plot of the time series for the voxels of axial slice #30.

After susbtracting its mean to each voxel time series independently, the plots are
collapsed as shown in figure 2 around the origin. It can be appreciated that most deactivated voxels are collapsed into a quite similar pattern, and that the diverse activation
patterns stand out. This mean substraction corresponds to an scale normalization in the
lattice computing sense. It removes scale effects that hinder the detection of meaningful
lattice independent vectors.
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Fig. 2. Plots of time series of voxels in axial slice #30 after susbtracting their mean values from
them. The time series are collapsed in the neighborhood of zero.

The application of the EIHA algorithm with α = 20 to the lattice normalized time
series of the whole 3D volume produces the collection of eleven endmembers shown in
figure 3. Attending to the intensity scale it can be assumed that the first endmember (top
left plot) corresponds to the non activation pattern, while the remaining endmembers
correspond to some kind of activation pattern. These patterns correspond to individual
voxels and do not reflect aggregated spatial behaviors like in other approaches.
The unmixing process applied to the whole volume voxels with the eleven endmembers of figure 3 produces the abundance images that we interpret as the activation
levels of each pattern. To give an interpretation of these activation levels, we refer to
the standard results obtained with the SPM software, presented in figure 4 as localized
in the Talairach space, in sagital, coronal and axial cuts. There it can be observed that
the activation appears around the axial slice #30. For this reason we present the abundances computed on this slice in figure 5. The figure presents the original slice where the
voxels with abundance value above the 99% percentile of the distribution of this endmember abundance over the whole volume are set to white. It can be appreciated that
the abundances for endmembers #8 and #11 have some activation regions overlapping
the standard detections in figure 4, as well as showing some spurious activation regions.
For a complete review of the activation detected by the endmember #11 abundances we
show the 99% percentile detection on all the slices in the axial direction in figure 6. The
figure shows that there are many spurious detections in slices corresponding to brain
regions far away from the activations shown in figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Eleven endmbers detected by EIHA over the lattice normalized time series of the whole
3D volume.

Fig. 4. Activation maps from SPM results over the experimental data
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Fig. 5. Abundances for axial slice #30 for all eleven endmembers. White voxels correspond to
abundance values above the 99% percentile of the distribution of the abundances for each endmember at this slice.

Fig. 6. Activations detected by the 99% percentile of the abundance images of endmember #11
of figure 5 in the axial direction.
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Conclusions and Discussion

We have proposed and applied the endmember induction algorithm EIHA discussed in
[3] to the task of brain region activation in fMRI. The idea is to try to mimic ICA application to fMRI activation detection [1,13], where the sources correspond to endmembers detected by the EIHA algorithm and the activation is computed as the abundance
images obtained by unmixing the voxel time series on the basis of the found endmembers. The first obstacle that we find in this endeavor is that the distribution of the time
series is not well aspected for the detection of Lattice Independence as a meaningful
characteristic. In fact the voxel’s fMRI time series show a dense distribution of intensity displacements from the origin, so almost all of them are lattice dependent and our
proposed algorithm only recovers two endmembers. To overcome this problem we propose a normalization which corresponds to a scale normalization in the sense of Lattice
Computing. We substract its mean to each voxel time series. The resulting lattice normalized data set shows a much more rich structure in terms of Lattice Independence.
Our computational experiment with a well known fMRI data set, provided with the
distribution of the SPM software, show some promising results in the sense that we
are able to partially detect activations as the standard analysis with the SPM software.
There are however some false detections that show that our approach is not consistent
with the SPM analysis. We think that further research may lead to obtain consistent
results. One important aspect of SPM is its process of the individual voxel t-test as a
random field, this processing is lacking in our initial works. Finding ways to harmonize global random field analysis and our lattice computing approach may lead to such
consistency.
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Abstract. Lattice matrix auto-associative memories also known as autoassociative morphological memories are artificial neural networks used to
store and recall a finite set of binary or real valued patterns. They differ
from other auto-associative memory models in the way exemplar patterns
are encoded in the network as well as in the computation performed to
recall a pattern. Both storage and recall mechanisms are based on minimax algebra operations that result in unique memory properties, such
as, single step recall, perfect retrieval of all exemplar patterns, and infinite storage capacity. Two dual lattice matrix auto-associative memories
have been developed so far. The min-memory is robust to erosive noise
and the max-memory is robust to dilative noise; however, neither of these
memories is able to recall patterns degraded by mixed or random noise.
This paper introduces a redundant encoding of patterns based on the
geometrical characterization of the set of fixed points common to both
memories. Redundancy changes the size and shape of attraction basins
of exemplar patterns and expands the set of fixed points, hence recall
capability of patterns corrupted with random noise is possible using a
simple scheme based on this type of memory networks.
Key words: Fixed point sets, Lattice associative memories, Minimax
algebra, Morphological associative memories, Noisy patterns, Pattern recall, Redundant encoding

1

Introduction

Lattice matrix auto-associative memories approach the problem of pattern association from a minimax point of view. The Hebbian law of correlation encoding
is still used to store a set of patterns but modified accordingly to be consistent with the mathematical framework of minimax algebra. Pattern retrieval
is performed with minimax matrix products in a similar way as usual matrix
multiplication of linear algebra is used in linear correlation associative memory
models. Brief but complete summaries of the different developments in the field
?
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of morphological associative memories can be consulted in [6, 10, 17, 18, 23]. More
recently, the canonical lattice auto-associative memories (LAMs), also known as
auto-associative morphological memories(AMMs), have been treated within the
more general framework of lattice transforms. In this framework, the min-WXX
and max-MXX auto-associative memories are examples of lattice transforms between n-dimensional real vectors. The set of fixed points of a lattice transform
is a key concept since it provides a complete description of the transform behavior. Fixed points of AMMs where first presented in [15] and discussed further in
[10, 18]; one of the main results is that WXX and MXX , have the same set of
fixed points denoted by F (X). Recently, an algebraic as well as a geometrical
characterization of the set of fixed points F (X) has been established in [10, 12].
This work proposes to exploit the infinite storage capacity and to take advantage
of the geometrical nature of F (X), to enable recall capability of lattice matrix
auto-associative memories for input patterns degraded by random noise.
Our work in the present paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the
necessary matrix operations borrowed from minimax algebra for dealing with
lattice matrix associative memories. Also, an abstract overview of the main theoretical results obtained from previous research on lattice auto-associative memories is given very briefly. Section 3 describes the redundant encoding technique
and simple examples with small sized matrix associative memories are given to
make explicit its potential. Section 4 presents some computational experiments
with a set of high-dimensional patterns, consisting of gray-scale images, that
demonstrate the recall capability of canonical LAMs or AMMs when presented
with noisy inputs. Finally, conclusions of this research are given in Section 5.

2

Mathematical Background

Mathematical definitions and key results about lattice matrix associative memories are given here to support the geometrical encoding technique described in
the next section. For further material on the mathematical basis the reader is
invited to read previous works on the subject [4, 10, 18]. Computation in morphological neural networks is performed within a mathematical framework that is
based on lattice algebra systems [1, 13]. More specifically, the extended real minimax algebra [2, 5], denoted by (IR±∞ , ∧, ∨, +, +0 ), is used for lattice associative
memories where IR±∞ = IR ∪ {−∞, +∞}, the binary operations ∧, ∨ denote,
respectively, the min and max arithmetical operations between two numbers,
and +, +0 correspond respectively, to addition and dual addition of arbitrary
elements in IR±∞ . For finite values x, y ∈ IR, we have that x + y = x +0 y. Matrix
computations in minimax algebra are defined elementwise in a similar way as
matrix computations are defined in linear algebra. Two fundamental minimax
matrix operations are matrix conjugation and matrix max-multiplication; given
a matrix A of size m × p and a matrix B of size p × n over R±∞ , for each
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i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n, they are defined as (t denotes transposition)

cij =

p
_

a∗ij = −aji or A∗ = −At

(1)

(aik + bkj ) or C = A ∨ B.

(2)

k=1

Dually, the min-product of matrices A and B, denoted by A ∧ B, is defined
in terms of the generalized ∧-min operation. There are two canonical lattice
matrix associative memories known as the min-memory, denoted by WXY , and
the max-memory, denoted by MXY . Following a minimax correlated weight rule,
each memory stores a set of k associations (xξ , y ξ ), represented by (X, Y ), where
X = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ⊂ IRn and Y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ) ⊂ IRm . Left equations in (3) and
(4) are given in entry format for i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n; right equations
are in matrix notation.
wij = (WXY )ij =

k
^

(yiξ − xξj ) ; WXY = Y ∨ X ∗

(3)

(yiξ − xξj ) ; MXY = Y ∧ X ∗

(4)

ξ=1

mij = (MXY )ij =

k
_
ξ=1

If Y 6= X then a memory is called hetero-associative, otherwise it is called
auto-associative; this last case is where our attention is focused in this paper.
We repeat two fundamental results on lattice auto-associative memories proved
in [4]. First, WXX and MXX give perfect recall for perfect input in the sense
that, WXX ∨ xξ = xξ (resp. MXX ∧ xξ = xξ ) for ξ = 1, . . . , k. Second, since
the value of k is not restricted in anyway, WXX and MXX have infinite storage
capacity.
Missing parts, occlusions or corruption of exemplar patterns can be considered as “noise” and we speak of random noise, when alterations in pattern entries
follow a probability density function. Recall capabilities of LAMs for non-perfect
inputs, requires noise to be classified in three basic types. Let I = {1, . . . , n}
e of pattern x has undergone an erosive change whenthen, a distorted version x
e ≤ x or equivalently if ∀i ∈ I, x
ever x
ei ≤ xi . A dilative change occurs whenever
e ≥ x or equivalently if ∀i ∈ I, x
x
ei ≥ xi . Let L, G ⊂ I be two non-empty disjoint
sets of indexes. If ∀i ∈ L, x
ei < xi and ∀i ∈ G, x
ei > xi , then the distorted pattern
e is said to contain mixed noise (random or structured). In practical situations,
x
the “perfect recall” requirement is relaxed, and we say that WXX (resp. MXX )
is an almost perfect recall memory for a set X of patterns if and only if there
e , x) ≤ ε
exists a small rational number ε > 0 close to zero, such that µ(WXX ∨ x
e , x) ≤ ε) for all x ∈ X with respect to finite sets of noisy
(resp. µ(MXX ∧ x
e of x, where µ(·) is an adequate measure tailored to treat with binary
versions x
or real valued patterns.
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The lattice matrix auto-associative memories WXX and MXX can be viewed
as lattice transforms of the real vector space IRn into itself [5, 10, 24]. Thus, for
example, the min-memory is considered as a map WX : IRn → IRn for which
WX (x) = WXX ∨ x for each x ∈ IRn . Sometimes, to simplify notation we write
W for the min-memory lattice transform instead of WX , if reference to the set X
is understood in the context of discourse. The natural factorization of the map
W , shown below in commutative diagram format, provides in a compact way
the action that W performs on input vectors.
IRn

W

(5)

ι

π


IRn /RW

/ IRn
O

η

/ ImW (IRn )

In diagram (5), π : IRn → IRn /RW is the projection map (surjective) from
the lattice transform domain IRn to the quotient set IRn /RW obtained from the
induced equivalence relation RW between pairs of n-dimensional vectors, i.e.,
vector x is related to vector y if and only if W (x) = W (y). Let W (x) = x,
then W (y) = x means that y is attracted to the fixed point x; otherwise, let
W (x) = x0 6= x, then W (y) = x0 and since x0 = W (x0 ) (one-step output recall), y is attracted to another fixed point x0 . The new fixed point x0 is simply
a minimax combination of the exemplar patterns xξ ∈ X, a fact established in
[10, 18]. The natural map (bijective), η : IRn /RW → ImW (IRn ) establishes a one
to one and onto correspondence between each equivalence class ΩW (x) and the
single image value W (x0 ) computed by W on each x0 ∈ ΩW (x). The equivalence
class ΩW (x) corresponds to the orbit or attraction basin of a given input pattern
x; note that the input pattern may be an exemplar pattern xξ ∈ X and that
e ξ of xξ . The fact that ImW (IRn ) equals the set
x0 may be a corrupted version x
of fixed points of the W transform was proved in [10], it is denoted by F (X)
or alternatively by F (W ) = F (WX ). It turns out that F (X) coincide for both
auto-associative memories, i.e., F (X) = F (W ) = F (M ), and consists of the same
elements that belong to the linear minimax span of X. Under the natural map
η, the inverse image of any fixed point x gives its orbit, i.e., η −1 (x) = ΩW (x).
Finally, ι : F (X) → IRn is just an immersion map (injective) that assigns each
fixed point to itself within the original range of the W map.
To illustrate the previous ideas, we describe a simple example in detail for a
two-dimensional memory that stores just one pattern, i.e., let X = {x1 } where
x1 = (x11 , x12 ) ∈ IR2 ; then, the min-memory matrix WXX is given by

 

w11 w12
0 w12
WXX =
=
.
(6)
w21 w22
w21 0
Without loss of generality we take x11 > x12 , thus w12 = x11 − x12 > 0, w21 =
− x11 < 0, and w21 = −w12 . There is no need to verify that WXX ∨ x1 = x1 ,
since this is a specific instance of the perfect recall property that lattice autoassociative memories have on X [4]. Another useful result is that each column

x12
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vector of the matrix WXX is also a fixed point (a proof based on graph theoretical
concepts appears in [18], for an alternative shorter argument see the Appendix).
The recall stage for an input vector is explained next. Let x = (x1 , x2 ) be an
input vector different to the stored exemplar pattern x1 , i.e., x 6= x1 as shown
in Fig. 1.

x2

WM(.)

1

L(x )

x
x2

WW(.)

WM(.)
x1

x12

x1
1
1

w12 x
w21

x1

WW(.)

Fig. 1. The solid line L(x1 ) of slope 1 equals F (X), the set of fixed points of the
min-WX transform for X = {x1 }. In the diagram, x1 , x ∈ F (X) but x 6= x1 ; the left
and bottom half rays form a single orbit under W , the upper and right half rays form
a single orbit under M , and the arrows show the sense of attraction towards L(x1 )

The entries of the output vector y recalled with the min-memory are computed as
y1 = (w11 + x1 ) ∨ (w12 + x2 ) = x1 ∨ (x11 − x12 + x2 ),
y2 = (w21 + x1 ) ∨ (w22 + x2 ) = x2 ∨ (x12 − x11 + x1 ).

(7)
(8)

Consider the first coordinate y1 of the recalled pattern (abscissa of the new
point) and let x2 = x12 (same vertical position), then
y1 = x11 ⇔ x1 < x11
or y1 = x1 ⇔ x1 > x11 ,

(9)
(10)

similarly, for the second coordinate y2 of the recalled pattern (ordinate of the
new point), let x1 = x11 (same horizontal position), hence
y2 = x12 ⇔ x2 < x12
or y2 = x2 ⇔ x2 > x12 .

(11)
(12)
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From (9) and (11), the orbit of the fundamental memory x1 , denoted by
ΩW (x1 ), consists of all those points of IR2 that lie in the horizontal half-ray
determined by x1 ≤ x11 (eroded 1st coordinate) and x2 = x12 , together with the
vertical half-ray determined by x1 = x11 and x2 ≤ x12 (eroded 2nd coordinate).
Note that, less than or equal signs are used since x1 is included in the orbit,
therefore
ΩW (x1 ) = {x ∈ IR2 |x1 ≤ x11 , x2 = x12 } ∪ {x ∈ IR2 |x1 = x11 , x2 ≤ x12 }.

(13)

On the other hand, from (10) and (12), if the abscissa of the input pattern
x ∈ IR2 is strictly to the right of x11 with x2 = x12 , or its ordinate is strictly
above x12 with x1 = x11 , then the recalled pattern is a fixed point different to the
stored exemplar. Hence, x 6= x1 is such that WXX ∨ x = x, or equivalently,
x1 = x1 ∨ (w12 + x2 )

and

x2 = x2 ∨ (w21 + x1 ),

(14)

which are satisfied, respectively, if x2 = w21 + x1 and x1 = w12 + x2 .
However, each one of the last two expressions implies the other by the fact,
stated earlier, that w21 = −w12 . Therefore, the coordinates of any new fixed
point x 6= x1 are related by a single linear equation given by
x2 = x1 + w21 ,

(15)

which is a line of positive slope equal to 1 and intercept at the origin equal to
w21 . The line passing through the points (0, w21 ), (x11 , x12 ) = x1 , and (x1 , x2 ) = x,
is denoted by L(x1 ), to remind its relation to the exemplar pattern x1 ∈ X.
Hence, the min-memory matrix transformation WX has an infinite number of
fixed points x 6= x1 , such that x ∈ L(x1 ), and the whole plane IR2 is partitioned
through their orbits, i.e.,
[
IR2 = {ΩW (x) | x ∈ L(x1 )}.
(16)
A similar analysis can be carried out for the max-memory transform MX
with X = {x1 }. Although, the fixed points of M lie on the same line L(x1 ), the
orbit of the fundamental memory x1 , ΩM (x1 ) 6= ΩW (x1 ), since it is composed
of points that lie in the horizontal half-ray determined by x1 ≥ x11 (dilated
1st coordinate) and x2 = x12 , together with the vertical half-ray determined by
x1 = x11 and x2 ≥ x12 (dilated 2nd coordinate), hence
ΩM (x1 ) = {x ∈ IR2 |x1 ≥ x11 , x2 = x12 } ∪ {x ∈ IR2 |x1 = x11 , x2 ≥ x12 }.

(17)

Also, ΩW (x) ∩ ΩM
S(x) = {x} for any x ∈ L, and the dual partition of the
plane IR2 is given by {ΩM (x) | x ∈ L(x1 )}. We remark that, the line given in
1
(15) can be obtained directly from the WXX matrix. Here, WXX
= (0, w21 )t is
2
t
the intercept point on the x2 axis and WXX = (w12 , 0) is the intercept point on
the x1 axis. These two points, depicted as hollow dots on Fig. 1, define L. For this
e 1 , the min-memory WXX
example, given a distorted version of x1 , denoted by x
e 1 = x1 (resp.
(resp. max-memory MXX ) is capable of perfect recall, i.e., WXX ∨ x
1
1
1
1
1
1
e = x ), if and only if x
e ∈ ΩW (x ) (resp. x
e ∈ ΩM (x )), meaning that
MXX ∧ x
e 1 must be eroded (resp. dilated) in one of its two coordinates but not both.
x
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Redundant Encoding

Besides the algebraic characterization given for F (X) in the previous section, a
geometrical characterization of the set of fixed points has been recently developed in [10, 12]. The shape of F (X) corresponds to an m-dimensional convex
prismatic beam with 1 ≤ m ≤ n, and the value of m depends on the nature of
the underlying finite set X of exemplar pattern vectors. Schematic visualization
of the set F (X) is possible only for n = 1, 2, 3; for higher dimensions, used is
made of concepts from n-dimensional geometry of which the necessary material
together with a detailed treatment of the shape of F (X) appears in [10, 12].
Simple numerical examples in lower dimensions (small sized memories) make
evident the inherent limitations of any lattice matrix auto-associative memory,
in the sense that, neither WXX nor MXX is able to recall correctly any exemplar pattern that has been corrupted with random noise. Also, the surprising
robustness of the min-memory WXX with respect to erosive noise as well as
the max-memory MXX against dilative noise is related to typical applications
whose patterns are points in higher dimensional spaces, i.e., for ξ = 1, . . . , k,
xξ ∈ IRn with n  1. Complementary theoretical developments coupled with
computational techniques such as the kernel methods [3, 4, 6, 14, 16, 21], fuzzy
MAM models [19, 20, 25], enhanced memory schemes [22, 26], and dendrite based
models [7–11], offer alternative solutions to robust pattern recall from noisy
inputs. Recently, the technique of noise masking has been introduced to take
advantage of the strong properties that single lattice matrix auto-associative
memories have [23]. All the previous techniques share in common an increase in
computational complexity or in the definition of the network topology; however,
none of them exploits the infinite storage capacity property that WXX and MXX
have. Therefore, we propose to use the aforementioned property together with
the geometrical characterization of the fixed point set of LAMs, to introduce a
simple procedure based on redundant encoding, to enable the recall of pattern
approximations to exemplars from distorted inputs.
Given a set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xk } of k exemplar patterns xξ , with finite real
entries, redundant encoding consists in the storage of additional, carefully design
patterns to set X. The new patterns must be spatially related to the original ones
and for each xξ ∈ X, with ξ = 1, . . . , k, the same number p of related patterns,
denoted by {xξ1 , xξ2 , . . . , xξp }, can be stored in the new min- and max-memories
defined on the augmented set X G given by
XG = X ∪

p
k [
[

{xξq }

(18)

ξ=1 q=1

If |X| = k then |X G | = k(p+1) which poses no problem, since W and M have
infinite storage capacity. The purpose to add redundant patterns to the original
exemplar pattern set X is to increase the number of fixed points by changing the
geometrical shape of F (X), and to expand it, in the sense that F (X G ) ⊃ F (X).
It is essential for this scheme to work that the new encoded patterns include
erosive and dilative, or mixed approximations of each exemplar pattern. In other
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words, lattice matrix auto-associative memories should remember not only the
exemplars but also some eroded and dilated, or mixed resemblances of them.
This simple mechanism endows them with recall capability in the presence of
arbitrary noisy inputs. In what follows, we consider the minimum redundant
case, in which only a single approximate pattern is considered for each exemplar.
Thus, p = 1 and only 2k patterns, {x1 , . . . , xk , x11 , . . . , xk1 }, are stored in the
augmented memories, WXG XG and MXG XG .
To illustrate the basic idea behind the proposed technique, we elaborate
further the example provided in Section 2. Thus, if set X has a single pattern
x such that x1 = x2 , then line L(x) passes through the origin, and contains all
the fixed points of the min- and max-transforms WX and MX , i.e., F (X) = L(x)
as shown by the dotted line at 45◦ with respect to the x1 axis in Fig. 2. The
points to the left, right, below, and above, respectively, denoted by, x` , xr , xb ,
and xa , represent close approximations to the exemplar pattern x. For  > 0,
let the coordinates of these points be defined by x` = (x`1 , x`2 ) = (x1 − , x2 ),
xr = (xr1 , xr2 ) = (x1 + , x2 ), xb = (xb1 , xb2 ) = (x1 , x2 − ), and xa = (xa1 , xa2 ) =
(x1 , x2 + ). Also, notice that, x` and xb are eroded, respectively, in its 1st
and 2nd coordinates; similarly, xr and xa are dilated, respectively, in x1 and
x2 . Although we can adjoin all four points to X to build the augmented set
X G , the addition of only two points not on the same line, such as {x` , xr },
{xa , xb }, {x` , xb }, or {xa , xr }, give the same set of fixed points for X G . Let
X G = {x, xa , xr }, then the lattice auto-associative memories of X G , computed
from (3) and (4), are given by




0 −
0
WXG XG =
and MXG XG =
.
(19)
− 0
0
Alternatively, the max-memory matrix can be computed using the fact that
M = W∗ together with (1). Next, to determine F (X G ), we solve the equation
W2
WXG XG ∨ x0 = x0 for x0 not in X G , equivalently, x0i = j=1 (wij +x0j ) for i = 1, 2.
The resulting expressions are given by x01 = x01 ∨ (x02 − ) and x02 = x02 ∨ (x01 − ),
from which x02 −  ≤ x01 and x01 −  ≤ x02 , consequently, x01 −  ≤ x02 ≤ x01 + .
The boundary values for x02 in this last compound inequality provide us with
the line equations of slope 1, x02 = x01 +  and x02 = x01 − , labeled in Fig. 2
as La = L(xa ) and Lr = L(xr ), respectively. Since x02 ∈ [x01 − , x01 + ], the
fixed point set of X G consists of all points that belong to La and Lr , or lie
in the infinite band between them. Mathematically, if H̄a− denotes the closed
half plane on and below the line La and H̄r+ denotes the closed half plane on
and above the line Lr , then, F (X G ) = H̄a− ∩ H̄r+ . Notice that, by definition,
H̄a+ ∩ H̄a− = La and H̄r+ ∩ H̄r− = Lr , hence the boundary of the fixed point
set of X G is given by ∂F (X G ) = La ∪ Lr . The geometric shape of F (X) for
n-dimensional patterns is fully developed in [12]. In this example, by encoding
two redundant patterns that are spatially related to the single exemplar in X,
an expanded fixed point set is obtained such that F (X) ⊂ F (X G ). For pattern
recall in the presence of noise, we may consider all fixed points x0 ∈ F (X G )
that satisfy the inequality, |x01 − x1 | + |x02 − x2 | ≤  (hatched rhombus shown in
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Fig. 2), to be “good” approximations to a given exemplar pattern x, in the sense
described earlier for almost perfect recall using a single lattice auto-associative
memory. The parameter  gives us the possibility to increase or decrease the
size of the rhombus shaped neighborhood and therefore to relax or constrain the
admissible memory outputs.

WM(.)

x2

La

L(x)

xa

x2a

Lr

WW(.)

-e

x2l
e

xl

x
xr

x2b

xb
l
1

x
-e

e

b
1

x

WM(.)
x1

r
1

x

WW(.)

Fig. 2. The solid line L(x) of slope 1 equals F (X), the set of fixed points of the minWX transform for X = {x}. The points, x` , xr , xa , xb ∈ F (X G ) are eroded or dilated
versions of x in a single coordinate. The left and bottom half rays are different orbits
under WXG , the upper and right half rays are distinct orbits under MXG , and the
arrows show the sense of attraction, respectively, towards La or Lr

It is reasonable to expect that for high dimensional patterns, redundant encoding can be achieved in various ways. The extension of the base examples,
described previously, to higher dimensions (n > 3) is impossible to visualize.
However, the basic procedure is still the same, since a subset of the coordinates
of a given exemplar pattern in X can be eroded to a minimum prescribed value
and another subset of coordinates, disjoint from the first, may be dilated to a
maximum prescribed value. The rest of the coordinate values would remain the
same as those in the original exemplar. In this manner, a single redundant pattern related spatially to each exemplar in X is encoded to build X G . Adjoined
patterns are then approximations to exemplars which also can be regarded as
“noisy” versions of them, in the sense that, mixed structured noise is induced
by eroding and dilating several coordinates. Clearly, the adequate selection of
the coordinate subsets to be modified is determined by pattern dimensionality
as well as their nature in a given application.
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Application Example

To test our proposal, we conducted a computer experiment using 10 gray scale
images of size 53 × 53 pixels as integer valued patterns of dimension 2809. Fig. 3
displays only four of these exemplar pattern images together with a single redundant encoded pattern obtained by assigning a minimum value (0 for extreme
erosion) or a maximum value (255 for extreme dilation) to the gray values of a
subset of the pixel coordinates, the same for each exemplar in X. Hence, using
(3) and (4), the memory matrices WXG XG and MXG XG , of size 2809 × 2809,
store all associations between the 20 patterns in the augmented set X G .

Fig. 3. 1st row: exemplar patterns x1 , x3 , x6 , x8 ∈ X; 2nd row: redundant encoded
patterns x11 , x31 , x61 , x81 adjoined to X to form X G ; 3rd row: noisy versions of exemplars, respectively, with noise probabilities of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6; 4th row: recalled
pattern approximations.

Each pattern in X was contaminated 100 times by adding random noise with
probabilities 0.1 to 0.9 and 128 as offset value. The measure µ(·) used for almost
e) =
perfect
recall is the
mean square error (NMSE) defined by σ(x, x
Pn
Pnnormalized
2
2
(x
−
x
e
)
/
x
.
Fig.
4
shows
the
performance
curves
obtained
in
the
i
i=1 i
i=1 i
recall stage using as final output, the arithmetical mean of the min and max
memory outputs, since WXG XG attracts points towards F (X G ) by increasing
coordinate values and MXG XG attracts points towards F (X G ) by decreasing
coordinate values. Also, if more and more pattern entries are affected by noise,
these modified entries are less likely to be equal in the remaining patterns, thus
it is no surprise that NMSE decreases as the probability of error increases. In
spite of this abnormal behavior, adjoining redundant encoded patterns to the
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original pattern set is a useful alternative that works best for highly corrupted
inputs.

Mean NMSE: recalled pattern vs. exemplar

0.09
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Fruits
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0.01
0.00
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0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Additive noise probability

Fig. 4. Recall stage performance curves obtained over 100 trials of producing noise
versions of four selected exemplars. NMSE is computed between recalled outputs and
corresponding exemplars. In selected patterns, relative error range remains within the
same order of magnitude (10−2 ), for all noise levels

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a novel and interesting technique that encodes redundant patterns in order to endow lattice auto-associative memories with recall
capability in the presence of noise. Basically, the set of fixed points generated
by the min or max transforms on the original exemplar set is expanded to allow
for the existence of local neighborhoods that might be considered as clusters
of approximate versions to exemplars. A complete and simple description using
two dimensional patterns has been provided to illustrate the encoding mechanism. Finally, a scenario for gray scale image storage and recall demonstrates the
scope and usefulness of minimal redundant pattern encoding in LAMs. Future
work will consider different geometrical configurations for pattern encoding, further study on fixed point neighborhood shapes, and more important, carefully
designed tests – with or without additional encoding – to compare our proposed
model against other associative memory models.
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Appendix
Theorem 1. Let X = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ⊂ IRn be a set of k exemplar patterns and
let (w1 , . . . , wλ , . . . , wn ) denote the column vectors of the corresponding minmemory WXX of size n × n, then WXX ∨ wλ = wλ for λ = 1, . . . , n. Therefore,
any column of the matrix WXX is a fixed point for the min-memory transform.
Proof. By definition,
of the column vector wλ of WXX for j = 1, . . . , n
Vkthe entries
ξ
ξ
λ
are given by wj = ξ=1 (xj −xλ ), and the entries of the recalled output pattern y
Wn
W
are computed as follows, yi = (WXX ∨ wλ )i = j=1 (wij +wjλ ) = wiλ ∨ j6=i (wij +
wjλ ), for i = 1, . . . , n. Since, for all i, wij + wjλ ≤ wiλ = wiλ , by Lemma 5.1 in
W
[10], then j6=i (wij + wjλ ) ≤ wiλ ⇒ yi = wiλ .
A similar result holds for the max-memory MXX , i.e., any column of the MXX
matrix is a fixed point for the max-memory transform. Since WXX ∨ WXX =
WXX and MXX ∧ MXX = MXX , the previous result is equivalent to the fact that
WXX and MXX are idempotent, respectively, under the max and min products.
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1

Introduction

A number of basic properties of the classical (logic) implication have been generalized in fuzzy implications; hence, a number of “reasonable axioms” have been
proposed tentatively for fuzzy implications [10], [12].
Lately, an inclusion measure function was introduced in a mathematical lattice (L, ≤) for fuzzying the corresponding (crisp) partial order relation [6], [8].
In this paper we study a fuzzy implication stemming from the aforementioned
inclusion measure. We show that the proposed fuzzy implication satisfies most of
the “reasonable axioms” proposed in the literature. We study additional properties of our proposed fuzzy implication. The latter properties are typicaly required
in the literature and could be important in certain applications.
The layout is as follows. Section 2 presents mathematical preliminaries. Section 3 introduces a novel fuzzy implication. Section 4 concludes by summarizing
the contribution including also a description of potential future work.

2

Mathematical Preliminaries

This section presents basic notions of (Fuzzy) Lattice Theory and Fuzzy Sets
Theory [2], [3], [6], [8], [10], [11].
2.1

Inclusion Measure

Consider the following definitions.
Definition 1. Given a set P, a binary relation (≤) on P is called partial order
if and only if it satisfies the following conditions for all x, y, z ∈ P:
c Vassilis Kaburlasos, Uta Priss, Manuel Graña (Eds.): LBM 2008 (CLA 2008),
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PO1. Reflexivity: x ≤ x.
PO2. Antisymmetry: x ≤ y and y ≤ x ⇒ x=y.
PO3. Transitivity: x ≤ y and y ≤ z ⇒ x ≤ z.
Condition P O2 can be replaced by the following equivalent condition:
P O20 . Antisymmetry: x ≤ y and x 6= y ⇒ y  x.
Definition 2. A partially ordered set, or poset for short, is a pair (P, ≤),
where P is a set and ≤ is a partial order relation on P .
Definition 3. A (crisp) lattice is a poset (L, ≤) any two of whose elements
have both a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound. A lattice (L, ≤) is
called complete when each of its subsets X has both a greatest lower bound and
a least upper bound in L.
Definition 4. Let (L, ≤) be a complete lattice with least and greatest elements O
and I, respectively. An inclusion measure in (L, ≤) is a map σ : L × L → [0, 1],
which satisfies the following conditions for u, w, x ∈ L:
IM0.
IM1.
IM2.
IM3.

σ(x, O) = 0, ∀x 6= O
σ(x, x) = 1, ∀x ∈ L
u ≤ w ⇒ σ(x, u) ≤ σ(x, w) (Consistency Property)
x ∧ y < x ⇒ σ(x, y) < 1

For a non-complete lattice condition IM 0 is dropped.
Based on equivalence relation x ∧ y < x ⇐⇒ y < x ∨ y ([1]) it follows that
condition IM 3 can, equivalently, be replaced by
IM 30 . y < x ∨ y ⇒ σ(x, y) < 1.
Conditions IM 1 and IM 2 imply u ≤ w ⇒ σ(u, u) ≤ σ(u, w) ⇒ σ(u, w) = 1,
u, w ∈ L. Hence, σ(x, I) = 1, ∀x in a complete lattice (L, ≤).
2.2

Fuzzy Implications

Let X be a universe of discourse. A fuzzy set A in X ([14]) is defined as a set
of ordered pairs A = {(x, µA (x)) : x ∈ X}, where function µA : X → [0, 1]
indicates the degree of membership of an element x ∈ X in fuzzy set A.
Definition 5. A binary operation i : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1], is called fuzzy intersection if it is an extension of the classical Boolean intersection as follows
BI1. i(a, b) ∈ [0, 1], ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1], and
BI2. i(0, 0) = i(0, 1) = i(1, 0) = 0; i(1, 1) = 1
A canonical model of fuzzy intersections is the family of triangular norms,
or t-norms for short, defined rigorously next.
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Definition 6. A t-norm is a function i : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1], which is commutative, associative, non-decreasing, and i(α, 1) = α, ∀α ∈ [0, 1].
A t-norm i is called Archimedean if it is both continuous and a ∈ (0, 1) implies
i(a, a) < a; furthermore, a t-norm i is called nilpotent if it is both continuous
and ∀α ∈ (0, 1) there is a ν ∈ N such that i(a, . . . , a) = 0. Archimedean norms
are either nilpotent or non-nilpotent. The latter (norms) are also called strict.
Definition 7. A function n : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is called negation if it is both
non-increasing, i.e. n(a) ≤ n(b) for a ≥ b, and n(0) = 1, n(1) = 0.
A negation n is called strict if and only if n is both continuous and strictly
decreasing, i.e. n(a) < n(b) for a > b, ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1]. A strict negation n is called
strong if and only if it is self-inverse, i.e. n(n(a)) = a, ∀a ∈ [0, 1]. The most
popular strong negation is the standard negation: nS = 1 − a.
A triangular conorm, or t-conorm, is a function u : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1],
which satisfies the following properties:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

u(a, 0) = a, ∀a ∈ [0, 1],
u(a, b) ≤ u(c, d) if both a ≤ c and b ≤ d,
u(a, b) = u(b, a), ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1], and
u(u(a, b), c) = u(a, u(b, c)), ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1].

A fuzzy implication is a function g : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1], which for any
truth values a, b ∈ [0, 1] of (fuzzy) propositions p, q, respectively, gives the truth
value g(a, b) of conditional proposition “if p then q”. Function g(., .) should be
an extension of the classical implication from domain {0, 1} to domain [0, 1].
The implication operator of classical logic is a map m : {0, 1}×{0, 1} → {0, 1}
which satisfies the following conditions: m(0, 0) = m(0, 1) = m(1, 1) = 1 and
m(1, 0) = 0. The latter conditions are typically the minimum requirements for
a fuzzy implication operator. In other words, fuzzy implications are required to
reduce to the classical implication when truth-values are restricted to 0 and 1;
i.e. g(0, 0) = g(0, 1) = g(1, 1) = 1 and g(1, 0) = 0.
2.2.1 Properties of fuzzy implications
One way of defining an implication operator m in classical logic is using
formula m(a, b) = a ∨ b, a, b ∈ {0, 1}, where a denotes the negation of a. Another
(equivalent) way of defining implication operator m in classical logic is using
formula m(a, b) = max{x ∈ {0, 1} : a ∧ x ≤ b}, a, b ∈ {0, 1}.
Fuzzy logic extensions of the previous formulas, respectively, are
g(a, b) = u(n(a), b)

(1)

g(a, b) = sup{x ∈ [0, 1] : i(a, x) ≤ b},

(2)

and
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∀a, b ∈ [0, 1], where u, i and n denote a fuzzy union, a (continuous) fuzzy
intersection, and a fuzzy negation, respectively. Note that functions u and i are
dual (with respect to n) — Recall that a t-norm i and a t-conorm u are called dual
(with respect to a fuzzy negation n) if and only if both n(i(a, b)) = u(n(a), n(b))
and n(u(a, b)) = i(n(a), n(b)) hold ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1].
Fuzzy implications obtained from (1) are usually referred to as S-implications,
whereas fuzzy implications obtained from (2) are called R-implications.
Formula m(a, b) = a ∨ b can also be rewritten, based on the law of absorption
of negation in classical logic, as either m(a, b) = a∨(a∧b) or m(a, b) = (a∧b)∨b.
Extensions of the latter equations in fuzzy logic are given, respectively, by
g(a, b) = u(n(a), i(a, b))

(3)

g(a, b) = u(i(n(a), n(b)), b),

(4)

and

where u, i and n are required to satisfy the De Morgan laws. The fuzzy
implications obtained from (3) are called QL-implications because they were
originally introduced in quantum logic.
A number of basic properties of the classical (logic) implication have been
generalized by fuzzy implications. Hence, a number of “reasonable axioms”
emerged tentatively for fuzzy implications. Some of the aforementioned axioms
are displayed next [10], [12].
A1. a ≤ b ⇒ g(a, x) ≥ g(b, x)
Monotonicity in first argument
A2. a ≤ b ⇒ g(x, a) ≤ g(x, b)
Monotonicity in second argument
A3. g(a, g(b, x)) = g(b, g(a, x))
Exchange Property
This is a generalization of the equivalence between a ⇒ (b ⇒ x) and b ⇒
(a ⇒ x) in classical implication.
A4. g(a, b) = g(n(b), n(a))
Contraposition
A5. g(1, b) = b
Neutrality of truth
A6. g(0, a) = 1
Dominance of falsity
A7. g(a, a) = 1
Identity
A8. g(a, b) = 1 ⇐⇒ a ≤ b
Boundary Condition
A9. g is a continuous function
Continuity
We remark that one can easily prove that a S-implication fulfills axioms
A1, A2, A3, A5, A6 and, when negation n is strong, it also fulfills axiom A4.
Furthermore, a R-implication fulfills axioms A1, A2, A5, A6, and A7.

3

A Novel Fuzzy Implication

An inclusion measure (σ) can be used to quantify partial (fuzzy) set inclusion. In
this sense σ(x, y) is similar to alternative definitions proposed in the literature for
quantifying a degree of inclusion of a (fuzzy) set into another one [6]. However,
the aforementioned “alternative” definitions typically involve only overlapping
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(fuzzy) sets; otherwise, the corresponding inclusion index equals zero. Whereas,
Definition 4 is more general and may give meaningful results in a general lattice
— not only in the lattice of (fuzzy) sets. Indeed, σ(x, y) can be interpreted as the
fuzzy degree to which x is less than y; therefore notation σ(x ≤ y) is sometimes
used in place of σ(x, y).
Consider the following function in a lattice.
Definition 8. A valuation in a lattice (L, ≤) is a real function v : L → R which
satisfies v(x) + v(y) = v(x ∧ y) + v(x ∨ y), x, y ∈ L. A valuation is called positive
if and only if x < y implies v(x) < v(y).
The following theorem shows an inclusion measure in a lattice based on a
positive valuation function [6], [7].
Theorem 1. If v : L → R is a positive valuation in a lattice (L, ≤) then function
v(y)
is an inclusion measure.
σ∨ (x, y) = v(x∨y)
In particular, for positive valuation function v(x) = x inclusion measure
v(y)
y
σ∨ (x, y) = v(x∨y)
equals σ∨ (x, y) = x∨y
. The latter is a fuzzy implication because it reduces to the classical implication for truth values x, y ∈ {0, 1}; i.e.
σ∨ (0, 0) = σ∨ (0, 1) = σ∨ (1, 1) = 1 and σ∨ (1, 0) = 0. Fig. 1 shows the graphical
representation of fuzzy implication σ∨ .

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of fuzzy implication σ∨

3.1

Properties of Fuzzy Implication σ∨

Fuzzy implication σ∨ satisfies the following “reasonable axioms” [10], [12] for
fuzzy implications.
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Proposition 1. Consider fuzzy implication σ∨ . Let a, b, x ∈ [0, 1]. Then
A1.
A2.
A3.
A40 .
A5.
A6.
A7.
A8.
A9.

a ≤ b ⇒ σ∨ (a, x) ≥ σ∨ (b, x)
a ≤ b ⇒ σ∨ (x, a) ≤ σ∨ (x, b)
σ∨ (a, σ∨ (b, x)) = σ∨ (b, σ∨ (a, x))
σ∨ (a, b) = σ∨ (n(b), n(a)) — see in the following remark
σ∨ (1, b) = b
σ∨ (0, a) = 1
σ∨ (a, a) = 1
σ∨ (a, b) = 1 ⇐⇒ a ≤ b
σ∨ is a continuous function

We remark that axioms (A1) − (A3) and (A5) − (A9) in Proposition 1 can
be proved immediately. For the standard fuzzy complement n(a) = 1 − a, axiom
(A4) holds only if a ≤ b; whereas, for a > b, axiom (A4) holds only if a + b = 1.
Additional “reasonable axioms” [13] include the following.
A10.
A11.
A12.
A13.

g(a, i(b, c)) = i(g(a, b), g(a, c))
i(g(a, b), g(n(a), b)) = b
i(g(0.5, b), g(0.5, b)) = b
g(a, g(b, c)) = g(i(a, b), c)

The next proposition shows how fuzzy implication σ∨ satisfies axioms (A10)(A13) (with the “min” operator (∧) employed as a fuzzy t-norm).
Proposition 2. Consider fuzzy implication σ∨ . Let a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]. Then
A10.
A110 .
A120 .
A130 .

σ∨ (a, (b ∧ c)) = ∧(σ∨ (a, b), σ∨ (a, c))
∧(σ∨ (a, b), σ∨ (n(a), b)) > b
∧(σ∨ (0.5, b), σ∨ (0.5, b)) > b
σ∨ (a, σ∨ (b, c)) = σ∨ (∧(a, b), c), for c ≥ a ∧ b.

Proposition 2 can be proved immediately.
The following propositions describe some properties of fuzzy implication σ∨ ,
which (properties) are often required in the literature because they could be
important in certain applications [5], [10], [11].
Proposition 3. Let us denote σ∨ (a, b) by a → b. Then
i) (a ∧ b) → c = (a → c) ∨ (b → c)
ii) (a ∨ b) → c = (a → c) ∧ (b → c)
Proposition 3 can be proved immediately.
Proposition 4. Consider both fuzzy implication σ∨ and the standard negation
nS = 1 − a (a0 for short). Then
i) σ∨ (a, 1) = 1, ∀a ∈ [0, 1]
ii) σ∨ (σ∨ (a, b), c) ≤ σ∨ (a, σ∨ (b, c)), ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]
iii) ∨(a, σ∨ (a, b)) = σ∨ (a, ∨(b, c)), for a ≤ b
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v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
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∧(a, σ∨ (a, b)) ≤ b, for a ≤ b
σ∨ (a, a0 ) > a0 , ∀a ∈ [0, 1]
σ∨ (a0 , a) > a, ∀a ∈ [0, 1]
(σ∨ (a, b))0 ≤ σ∨ (a0 , b0 ), ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1]
σ∨ (a, b) ≥ b, ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1]
σ∨ (a, b) ≥ a0 , for a ≤ b
Proposition 4 can be proved immediately.

Proposition 5. Let us denote σ∨ (a, b) by a → b. Then
i) (((a1 → a2 ) → a3 ) → . . .) → an = an
when a1 ≤ . . . ≤ an and n is odd, and
(((a1 → a2 ) → a3 ) → . . .) → an = 1
when a1 ≤ . . . ≤ an and n is even.
ii) (a1 → a2 ) → (a2 → a3 ) → . . . → (an−1 → an ) = 1
when a1 ≤ . . . ≤ an
Proposition 5 can be proved immediately.
Choosing the bounded sum, i.e. a⊕b = 1∧(a+b), as a fuzzy union, it follows:
Proposition 6. Let us denote σ∨ (a, b) by a → b. Furthermore, let a, b ∈ [0, 1].
Then
i) a ⊕ (a → b) = a → (a ⊕ b), for a ≤ b
ii) a ⊕ (a → b) ≤ a → (a ⊕ b), for a > b
Proposition 6 can be proved immediately.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

This work has presented a novel fuzzy implication stemming from a fuzzy lattice
inclusion measure function. It was shown that the proposed fuzzy implication
satisfies a number of “reasonable axioms” and properties. Future work remains
to study a number of interesting issues with a significant potential in practical
applications as explained in the following.
A straightforward future extension includes consideration of intervals of truthvalues in [0, 1] instead of the sole consideration of trivial intervals (single numbers) in [0, 1] — Note that the enabling technology for dealing with intervals was
introduced recently [9]. An additional future extension regards consideration of
L-fuzzy sets [4] towards a fuzzy implication involving granular (fuzzy) inputs [8].
Finally, note that using a different positive valuation function v : L → R
than v(x) = x is not expected to change any property because v is a strictly
increasing function. 
We point out that a different inclusion measure function,
v(a∧b)
 v(a) , a 6= 0
namely σ∧ (a, b) =
, [6], [7] is identical to inclusion measure

1, a = 0
σ∨ (a, b) under the assumptions of this work, i.e. σ∧ (a, b) = σ∨ (a, b).
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